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Abstract
Nearly 800,000 people in the United States suffer stroke annually. Following the onset of
stroke, survivors will exhibit deficits, such as hemiplegia, which will limit their function
and ability to perform activities of daily living (ADLs). In order to regain independence,
many stroke survivors will employ maladaptive compensatory strategies to help with the
completion of tasks. Compensation is generally defined as any performance of a task that is
different than the way it may have been performed before the onset of a neurodegenerative
disorder. While for some severely impaired individuals, compensation may be necessary, for
most these maladaptive strategies ultimately lead to a decreased quality of life and lifespan.
Compensatory behaviors are most often developed in the ambient setting when an individual
is unmonitored by a health care professional. Thus, it is necessary to develop a system
which can autonomously detect compensatory behavior and then administer feedback or an
intervention based on the compensation measured.
To develop this system, we first performed a scoping review to determine the specific,
quantitative definitions of feedback described in the literature. The results of this analysis
showed that compensation is most often defined in the context of a segment and a task
being performed.

Given that specific definitions of compensation are task specific, we

used minimally intrusive inertial measurement units (IMUs) to evaluate the significant
differences between commonly performed tasks (unimanual, bimanual symmetric, and
bimanual asymmetric) and between groups (control and post-stroke). We then tested the
capability of various machine learning methods to differentiate between groups and task types
given features derived from the time-series human motion data. Ultimately, we created an
echo state neural network (ESNN) which could differentiate between healthy and unhealthy
task performance with an acceptable level of accuracy. We then developed an application
vi

which could use the ESNN in real time to detect compensatory behaviors. Using language
specifically designed to enhance recovery, a control participant was given feedback on task
performance in a four hour pilot trial of the system, and the results of that analysis was
reported.
The goal of this research was to aid in the long term recovery and decrease the use of
compensatory strategies for persons post-stroke.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Of the nearly 800,000 people who suffer from stroke annually, more than sixty-three percent
continue to suffer from chronic disability [267]. Hemiparetic stroke leaves one side of a
patient’s body weakened, decreasing the patient’s ability to perform activities of daily
living and maintain functional independence [128]. This creates a need for more substantial
rehabilitative techniques, in the clinical, lab, and home setting. Because of the limitations of
current rehabilitation, many rehabilitative techniques rely on restoring a patient’s function.
Restoring function means that a patient will be able to complete a task given any tools at
his or her disposal unlike full recovery which means that the patient will perform a task the
way her or she would before the onset of stroke [50]
Patients post-stroke will often use compensatory techniques to regain function. Compensation is the performance of a task differently due to injury or disability [123]. While for
some patients who are severely impaired, compensatory techniques may be necessary, often
these compensatory mechanisms can be harmful in the long term, reducing quality of life and
longevity. There are several types of compensatory mechanisms that patients post-stroke will
use, but the most prevalent are non-use of the affected limb and trunk compensation during
motor reaching tasks. The method for dealing with non-use is constraint induced movement
therapy (CIMT), which is a method that forces use of the affected limb through functional
task training and restriction of the less affected limb [127], and the method for dealing with
trunk engagement during reaching is trunk restraint [175]. These methods help with patient
recovery, but they also limit a patient’s function.
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Compensatory techniques are primarily believed to be developed in the ambient setting
when a patient is not under the supervision of a clinician or therapist [177]. Because of this,
research has been trending toward automated detection of compensatory techniques [199].
Using tethered, motion analysis in the laboratory setting, it is possible to define, measure and
quantify compensation [292]. However, it is more difficult to measure compensation in the
ambient setting where motion analysis is not as precise and the motions being performed are
varied. A favored method of in-home analysis is using tri-axial accelerometers strapped to the
limbs to monitor motion [57]. Using this technique has proven useful in measuring amount
of use, but has difficulty distinguishing between recovered movement and compensatory
behaviors.
Many existing rehabilitative techniques aim to reduce a patient’s impairment, but do so
at the cost of function. Delivering feedback to a participant regarding the quality of the
motion as a task is performed requires the patient to constantly thinking about recovery,
without necessarily limiting function. We have named this alternative to CIMT Feedback
Induced Movement Therapy (FIMT).
There are several types of feedback that can be delivered to a patient. It is important that
feedback delivered enhances a participants expectations of results, increases a participants
autonomy, and externalizes a participants focus [290]. Feedback must also be delivered at
a the right time and frequency. If feedback is delivered too little, then participants will see
limited reduction of impairment, and if it is delivered too often, participants run the risk of
becoming fatigued with the feedback.
Using these new techniques, now more than ever clinicians can develop personalized
rehabilitation strategies for their patients [2]. However, stroke disproportionately affects
disadvantaged groups [71], and personalized healthcare is largely restricted to the educated,
healthy, and wealthy [156].

Although minimally intrusive sensing techniques are an

improvement on the unobtainably expensive motion analysis equipment that is used in the
laboratory setting, there is still a need for low cost home rehabilitation devices [187]. Some
methods to help offset the cost of personalized at-home rehabilitation are to limit the number
of devices used or to use a device that has function outside of rehabilitation.
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In this study, we evaluate the scope of state-of-the-art literature on compensation
to quantitatively define specific compensatory behaviors and develop a comprehensive
taxonomy for compensatory behavior (Chapter 3). Next, we aim to use features extracted
from tri-axial inertial measurement units to differentiate between group and task performance
of activities of daily living (Chapter 4). Then we explore methods for classifying task
performance (Chapter 5) and develop an echo state neural network (ESNN) that can
differentiate between task types and groups in the ambient setting (Chapter 6). Then using
that classifier, we developed an application that can deliver feedback to participants in real–
time and test the system with a control participant in a proof of concept trial (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Stroke

In the United States, nearly 800,000 people suffer from stroke each year, and of those,
nearly 140,000 will result in the death of the stroke patient. One in twenty deaths in the
United States is attributed to stroke, ranking it fifth among all causes of death, behind
diseases of the heart, cancer, Chronic Lower-Respitory Disease (CLRD), and unintentional
injuries/accidents [183]. However, since the year 2000, the number of stroke survivors has
increased by 38 percent. This means that there are more people living with the long-term
effects of stroke, making it the leading cause of serious long-term disability [28].
This study will focus on patients who have suffered hemiplegic or hemiparetic stroke. A
patient who has suffered this type of stroke will experience a loss of strength in the arm, leg,
and sometimes face on one side of the body. Hemiplegia refers to a severe or complete loss of
strength, whereas hemiparesis refers to a mild loss of strength [128]. As a result of this loss in
strength on one side of the body, researchers who examine the effects of stroke on the upper
body will refer to the more affected limb as the paretic limb and the less affected limb as the
nonparetic limb.The loss of function on the paretic side that results from hemiparetic stroke
can significantly decrease a patient’s quality of life and his/her ability to perform the simple
activities of daily living (ADLs) that allow them to be independent [108, 46]. Inability to
perform tasks with the affected limb often forces a patient to use compensatory strategies
to maintain his/her independence and ability to perform simple tasks.
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2.2

Function Vs. Recovery

Following a stroke, there is a difference between a patient’s function (being able to perform
tasks using all method’s at one’s disposal) and recovery (ability to perform tasks as one
would before stroke) [50, 123]. The difference between these two is that recovery necessitates
a reduction of a participants impairment, where functionality does not. Impairment may be
described as a modification of body structures such as a significant deviation in structure of
the nervous system or structures related to movement, for example the arm and/or hand.
Common motor impairments following stroke include: paresis, loss of fractionated movement,
abnormal muscle tone, and/or changes in somatosensation [129]. Although the goal following
stroke would be full recovery, it can be complicated to achieve because impairment is not
static, the nature of the impairment may change, and a patient post-stroke may exhibit
multiple impairments simultaneously [205]. Given these complications, patients post-stroke
may be encouraged to use compensatory techniques to complete tasks.

2.3

Compensation

Generally defined, compensation is using one or more motor strategies alternative to those
used by an unimpaired individual. [123, 137] Given the severity of an individual’s impairment,
there are circumstances under which a patient is better off using compensatory techniques.
For some individuals, the use of compensatory techniques is the only way to regain any
functional independence. However, these techniques can be detrimental if they are used
over long periods of time, leading to a decreased lifespan and long-term quality of life [35,
146, 6, 174]. For the purposes of this research, compensation can be divided into four
categories: nonuse of the affected limb, behavioral compensation, motor compensation, and
other compensation that does not fit into the other four categories.

2.3.1

Nonuse Compensation

Nonuse of the affected limb is one of the most common, and subsequently one of the most
studied, forms of compensation. After the onset of hemiparetic stroke, the patient loses
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function in the affected limb, and one of the most simple methods of compensation is nonuse
of the affected limb. Because the brain is not static, when the paretic limb is not being
used following stroke, the brain begins to rewrite the neural pathways that were dedicated
to the control of the unused limb. Given that the other body segments are being required
to perform additional and more complex tasks than before, more resources are wired to
controlling the functional body segments. This leads to further impaired use of the affected
limb, which leads to more disuse of the limb, which leads to more rewiring of the neural
pathways in the brain. The result of this cycle is that the patient has not only trained
him/herself not to use the limb but has also weakened his/her ability to do so even if they
tried [241, 189, 238]. This cycle is known as learned nonuse. Studies have shown that forced
use of the affected limb can assist in recovery. Often, to force a patient to use the affected
limb, a rehabilitative approach known as constraint induced movement therapy is used.
Constraint Induced Movement Therapy
There have been several attempts to reverse learned nonuse, but by far the most prevalent
therapy used to treat upper extremity learned nonuse is Constraint Induced Movement
Therapy (CIMT). CIMT is a method by which the nonparetic or dominant limb is constrained
forcing the patient to use the paretic or non-dominant limb. Typically, this is by having
the participant wear a mitt that does not permit use of the less affected limb [127]. By
constraining the limb in this way for approximately 90 % of waking hours, the participant
is forced to use the more affected limb, thus reducing physical impairment and inducing
plastic changes in the brain. CIMT also involves intensive practice of the paretic limb that
is designed to enhance task specific use and methods to transfer the gains achieved in the
clinical setting to the ambient setting. Finally, CIMT includes diary-keeping or goal setting,
sometimes in the form of a motor activity log (MAL) [285, 284, 54], which may be more
important than the actual motor practices. The combination of these practices has been
proven to increase recovery rates, improve rehabilitation, and reduce the effects of learned
nonuse [60, 143, 58]. The downside of this therapeutic technique is that it makes it difficult to
perform normal tasks early in recovery and performing two-handed tasks becomes impossible.
CIMT can also be time consuming to administer, and the inability to perform ADLs in the
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acute stages after stroke can limit a patient’s functional independence. It can also have the
effect of instigating learned nonuse of the less affected or non-paretic limb [282].
The task then becomes to gain the benefits of CIMT without subjecting the patient to
the subsequent negative effects. Several different forms of therapy have been devised as an
improvement on CIMT. Modified Constraint Induced Movement Therapy (mCIMT) varies
in dosage, timing, and composition of therapy. mCIMT has been shown to have a positive
effect on motor function of the paretic arm, muscle tone, arm-hand activities, self-reported
amount of arm-hand use in daily life, self-reported quality of arm-hand movement in daily
life, and basic ADLs [127]. mCIMT protocol recommends that treatment sessions last from
30 minutes to 6 hours a day, and from 2 to 7 sessions a week, for 2 to 12 weeks. Although
this training is less extensive than the CIMT protocol, there remains a need for a training
protocol that is less intrusive into the life of a patient post-stroke.

2.3.2

Behavioral Compensation

The second from of compensation that we have identified is behavioral compensation.
Behavioral compensation occurs when someone engages in behaviors that allow them to avoid
using the affected limb in a way that they would perceive as being difficult or impossible,
including recruiting help to perform a task. Following stroke, it is not uncommon for a stroke
survivor to avoid in engaging in meaningful activity or specific ADLs to avoid using the more
affected limb [4, 19, 133]. An example of this would be a patient post-stroke asking someone
cut up food at a restaurant because it is difficult to do without use of the affected limb, or
even avoiding going to a restaurant because it would be difficult to avoid having to perform
complicated or difficult tasks.
Although using this compensatory technique limits long-term recovery, it can be difficult
to monitor and treat. Often, monitoring behavioral compensation comes in the form of selfreporting, which can be subject to bias [4, 19, 133]. Treatment of behavioral compensation is
also difficult because behavioral compensation is often a symptom of underlying impairments.
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2.3.3

Motor Compensation

The third form of compensation is motor compensation. Typically, motor compensation
is defined as an inappropriate recruitment of body segments to complete a task, though
this is not always the case. One motor compensatory strategy used by stroke patients
is the fixation of certain body segments which limits the degrees of freedom available to
complete a task.

Another common form of motor compensation is trunk involvement

during a reaching task [136], or a task where a subject is asked to grasp or point to an
object outside of the neutral zone requiring elbow extension and shoulder flexion. During
reaching tasks, trunk compensation has been significantly correlated with the level of
motor impairment in participants post-stroke [50]. Increased trunk involvement coincides
with a patient’s impaired ability to extend the elbow, flex the shoulder, horizontally
adduct the should, or perform any combination of these three movements. Other forms of
motor compensation include inappropriate trunk inclination, flexion, rotation, or movement;
inappropriate shoulder flexion, extension, abduction, or movement; inappropriate elbow
flexion, extension, or movement; inappropriate flexion of the finger; hand posture; movement
times; movement trajectories; movement velocities; reach distance; and changes in interlimb
coordination [14, 15, 19, 27, 34, 50, 55, 102, 145, 146, 157, 158, 168, 169, 173, 175, 176, 177,
206, 208, 212, 213, 244, 245, 246, 263, 281, 293].
Interlimb Coordination
One important feature of upper extremity (UE) motor compensation is interlimb coordination (ILC) [265]. Interlimb coordination is critical to the performance of ADLs, and
is known to be reduced in persons with post–stroke hemiparesis. Further, the ability to
perform coordinated UE tasks is an important rehabilitation outcome that is often neglected
according to patients and clinicians [20, 21]. Decreased upper extremity inter and intralimb
coordination is indicative of maladaptive compensatory movement strategies, including
inappropriate recruitment of limbs or segments to complete tasks.

By evaluating the

quantifiable differences between these task types, it is possible to use interlimb coordination
as a proxy for recovery [113] (or a the reduction of compensatory behaviors).
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2.3.4

Other Compensation

The final form of compensation considered in this study is other compensatory techniques
that a patient uses to complete a task. Examples include the use of an exoskeletal brace
that can compensate for the weight of the arm caused by gravity [96, 122], or an exoskeletal
robotic thumb that can be used as a tool for grasping [99, 100]. Often, these other forms
of compensation are not inherent to the participant and are used under the supervision of
a researcher or clinician. Although such tools can be useful in increasing function following
a stroke, they do not address the underlying cause of that decreased function, which is the
impairment of the affected side of the body.

2.4

Measuring Compensation

Reinforcement of compensatory behaviors is thought to primarily occur in ambient settings
when an individual is unmonitored by a health care specialist [177]. This has motivated the
development of various sensor–based approaches to monitor motion in individuals with motor
dysfunction [257, 243, 199]. Existing literature on compensation and ILC has largely focused
on the evaluation of gait [57, 231, 247], or the use of tethered marker–based techniques
unsuitable to ambient settings [216, 292]. Unfortunately, these existing research approaches
that evaluate compensation or ILC using kinematic metrics are inappropriate for ambient
monitoring given the requirement that users are stationary or tethered to measurement
equipment.

2.4.1

Non-intrusive Sensing Techniques

It can be difficult to analyze upper extremity tasks outside of the laboratory environment.
Because of the varied and under-analyzed nature of these tasks, many machine learning
and pattern recognition approaches may not be suited for quantification and classification
of ADLs. Manual tasks are not regularly repeated, and they involve multiple degrees of
freedom meaning they can be accomplished using a multitude of strategies [6]. Because of
this, in-home monitoring of patients post-stroke has remained a challenge.
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An example of non-intrusive sensing techniques that have been proven useful for
measuring amount (or quantity) of motion in the home are tri-axial accelerometers [257, 272].
By having patient’s wear accelerometers, researchers have been able to reliably monitor
and measure paretic limb use and to index upper extremity function in an ambient
setting [243, 254, 259]. The use of these sensor based techniques provide daily information
to the patient and are helpful in providing the clinician with insight into the patient’s daily
life as they plan interventions [148]. Sensor based feedback from accelerometers has been
shown to increase self-efficacy and physical activity in patients post-stroke in the clinical or
research setting, albeit in the lower extremity [77, 111, 121, 161]. Use of these sensors has
also been shown to increase a clinician’s knowledge of a patient’s mobility related activity
[64].

2.5

Feedback

Though measuring compensatory behaviors in ambient settings is critical, the ability to
sense alone is insufficient. A method that has proven successful in motivating improved task
performance is augmented feedback. In motor learning and control, the term augmented
feedback is used to describe feedback that is received outside of the inherent feedback that is
accessed when performing a task through visual, tactile, proprioceptive, and other sensory
modalities [218]. Augmented feedback is used to build or strengthen and internal task model
and to better facilitate learning. Providing feedback to a patient using minimally intrusive
techniques can aid in nudging a patient toward recovery without limiting function.
This Feedback Induced Movement Therapy (FIMT) operates by using sensors to
detect when compensatory behaviors, such as nonuse of the affected limb, occur. When
compensation occurs, feedback is automatically sent to the patient to incentivize use of the
affected limb rather than forcing use, which can be a method for revealing a patient’s inherent
movement capability even if it is less preferred by the patient following stroke [17, 148, 166].
The difference between an intervention such as FIMT when compared to CIMT for patients
post-stroke, including those with high reliance on the less affected limb, is that, where CIMT
can impede function by limiting movement, FIMT only promotes use of the more affected
10

limb without limiting function. When providing feedback to patients in this way, there are
two major considerations: what type of feedback is being given and how often is the feedback
being given?

2.5.1

Knowledge of Performance Vs. Knowledge of Results

There are multiple variables associated with the delivery of augmented feedback. One
dimension includes the aspect of task performance, and can be separated into ’knowledge
of performance’ and ’knowledge of results.’ The first of the two categories for feedback
can either be knowledge of performance (KP) or knowledge of results (KR). Knowledge of
performance is feedback delivered in a way that a participant understands how he or she
performed a task. KP is typically verbal and delivered terminally, dealing with the aspects
of task performance that are made evident as a task is being performed, such as the body
and details of the movement. An example of this would sound like, “You successfully flexed
your shoulder and extended your elbow.” KP is often considered the humanized form of
feedback and it is often the type of feedback that a clinician or therapist will deliver during
the rehabilitation period. This feedback has been more effective in reducing impairment
than a KR-based intervention in a laboratory setting [51].
Knowledge of results is also typically verbal and delivered terminally, but instead focuses
on the task outcome. An example of this is, “You successfully moved your hand to the
target.” This feedback is more mechanical, more automated, and as such, it is much easier
to for a machine to deliver this type of feedback during rehabilitation exercises. Because
of this KR has been extensively studied in rehabilitation research [51, 279]. The ease of
provision of KR grants itself to the type of automated, in-home information that can be
quantified by sensors.
Both KP and KR incentivize performance (e.g., participants desire to hear good feedback
regarding task performance) and provide motivation (e.g., the provision of feedback keeps
participants focused on the tasks that will lead to rehabilitation).

Participants may

relate better to the contents of knowledge of performance feedback as it may be more
comprehensible. It seems to be unclear which type of augmented feedback will be the most
advantageous in the home setting.
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2.5.2

Positive Vs. Negative Reinforcement

In addition to evaluating the effects that delivering feedback in the form of knowledge of
performance versus knowledge of results has on recovery, recent research has increased
focus on positive versus negative feedback. Positive, or rewarding, feedback is delivered
when a patient or participant does something right as encouragement to continue the
correct behavior while negative feedback is delivered when a person does something wrong
to discourage incorrect behavior.

Participants will respond better when given positive

feedback, and three best practices as described by Lewthwaite et al. for delivering positive
feedback are: enhancing expectancy of results, providing autonomy, and externalizing
focus [290, 62, 49, 289].
Enhanced Expectancies (EE) is a motivational variable that has been shown to promote
learning. Examples of EE include: a participant receiving feedback only after performing
well during a trial [13, 44, 52, 217]; being told, either truthfully or falsely, that his or
her performance is better than the performance of peers [11, 139]; being told that peers
typically perform well on the given task [288]; or increasing the participant’s perception of
success during training [43, 288, 196, 251]. Autonomy (AS) is another motivational variable
that is important for optimal learning. Allowing participants to control various aspects of
practice in motor learning (delivery of feedback [104], use of assistive devices [84], extent
of practice [203], and frequency of skill demonstration [291]) has been shown to result in
more effective learning. The final variable, External Focus (EF), is attentional and directs
the participant’s focus to the intended movement effect. This has been shown to enhance
learning when compared to feedback that has an internal focus on body movements or not
instructed focus [150, 164, 287]. Use of these positive reinforcement strategies have been
shown to be key in optimizing motor recovery following stroke.

2.5.3

Frequency

With the ease of access that patients now have to information and communication, it can be
easy to get quick and concise feedback on any number of questions, thoughts, or actions [126].
However, there is evidence that suggests that there is a time, or periods of time, where a
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patient is more likely to receive feedback and respond positively [185]. It is also suggested
that a patient who receives feedback too often, or with too high a frequency, will not respond
as positively to the accumulating flow of information, developing intervention fatigue with
the feedback, or a weariness associated with the intervention [87].
The time in which a patient gets feedback following the performance of a task is key to
success of recovery. Recent work, examining Just-In-Time Adaptive Intervention (JITAI),
which is an intervention design that aims ”to provide the right type (or amount) of support,
at the right time, while eliminating support provision that is not beneficial,” suggests that
intervention adherence and retention are dependent on two important factors: engagement
and fatigue [185]. Intervention engagement is defined as a ”state of motivational commitment
or investment in the client role over the treatment process” [117], and intervention fatigue
is defined as a ”state of emotional or cognitive weariness associated with intervention
engagement” [185, 87].
If it can be assumed that patients participating the trial will demonstrate intervention
engagement, then testing needs to be done to measure and mitigate intervention fatigue by
adjusting the frequency of the feedback that is provided. If it were possible to autonomously
detect every instance of compensatory behavior in the ambient setting, it is important to
determine the number of instances of compensation for which feedback would be provided.
As such, current research is employing these strategies to deliver the appropriate amount of
feedback to the patient at the appropriate times [185, 248].

2.6

Practical Application

The ability to observe in home behaviors with sensors now makes it possible to generate
personalized rehabilitation strategies tailored to each individual patient [2].

Research

suggests that emerging technologies can facilitate reduction in disease risk and changes
in behavior and that the impact of these interventions is increased when coupled with
other engagement strategies [94, 204, 32].

However, while noncommunicable diseases

disproportionately affect disadvantaged groups [71, 190, 156], the adoption of personalized
health technologies is largely restricted to the educated, healthy and wealthy [200, 72, 66].
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For lower-income populations, these devices remain largely unaffordable and inaccessible,
and many patients with lower-income, or patients post-stroke, do not have, or maintain, the
technological experience needed to adjust their behaviors based on the information being
conveyed by these devices [67, 211, 187].
These sensor based methods for monitoring and measuring patient activity decrease the
impact on patient life when compared to CIMT and have managed to decrease nonuse
and perceived nonuse of the affected limb in patients post-stroke [277]. However, they do
not address the cost associated with obtaining multiple sensors that are solely used for
data collection. It is to the patient’s benefit that the device(s) being used to facilitate
FIMT is/are both user-friendly and low-cost, or at least provides enough function outside
of data collection and rehabilitation to justify the cost, and one way to achieve this is
to use commercially available devices. These commercially available devices are known as
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) wearables, and can be used in a variety of applications
[110]. For a population post-stroke, an ideal intervention system is one with only one COTS
wearable sensor collecting sufficient data on the affected limb such that it can detect nonuse
or compensatory motor strategies and provide feedback to a patient in real-time.

2.7

Research Design

In this paper, we look at ways to categorize task performance, recognize compensatory
behavior, and provide feedback to participants, in real-time, using minimally intrusive
sensing techniques. We then provide feedback in a timely manner such that actionable
change is both desirable and achievable.

To achieve this, we first explored the ways

that compensation is quantified in the form of a scoping review (Chapter 3), and we
discovered that compensation is quantified in the context of a segment being used and
a task being performed. We then explored using minimally intrusive sensing techniques to
differentiate between tasks being performed and groups (Control and Post-stroke) performing
the tasks (Chapter 4). We then evaluated the use of several machine learning methods to
autonomously classify tasks and group performance (Chapter 5) before settling on a neural
network which was capable of classifying chaotic, human-derived, time-series data
14

Figure 2.1: Following the onset of stroke, there are many paths a patient can take
to functional recovery. Unfortunately, some of the more recently developed paths face
roadblocks along the way, such as the interruption of a patient’s normal routine or high
cost associated with the therapy.
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(Chapter 6). Finally, we developed an android application which used the neural network
to autonomously distinguish between healthy and compensatory performance of tasks in
persons post-stroke and controls in the ambient setting and provided feedback to participants
to promote healthy task performance (Chapter 7). All of this work was done to reduce the
use of compensatory behaviors in persons post-stroke in order to increase quality of life and
lifespan.
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Chapter 3
How do Researchers Quantify Upper
Extremity Motor Compensation? A
Scoping Review
3.1

Introduction

Nearly 800,000 people in the United States experience a stroke annually [267]. Many stroke
survivors experience deficits in motor abilities that can lead to decreased independence [128],
quality of life, and lifespan [82, 130, 280]. Often, stroke survivors will use compensatory
movement strategies such as non-use of the affected limb, atypical movement, or coupling of
the limb(s) to compensate for weakness, rigidity, and limited motor control [137, 265, 174] in
order to regain function and independence. For severely impaired individuals, clinicians may
support the use of compensatory techniques as it can be the only way to regain any functional
independence; however, these compensatory strategies are maladaptive movements that
can lead to long-term negative effects [241, 177, 35, 146, 6, 174].

Such compensatory

behaviors are thought to evolve in ambient settings (as opposed to in clinical settings
where individuals are monitored by care professionals) [177]. Because of this, recent work
has been done to autonomously evaluate, record, and reverse compensation in the ambient
setting [177]. Our goal is to determine the extent to which existing devices have been used
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to autonomously quantify gestures and compensatory movements so that these maladaptive
movement strategies can be addressed and reversed.
Clinical measures such as the Fugl-Meyer (FM) or the Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT)
are used to evaluate impairment and function. These measures score people down when
compensatory strategies are used to complete a task; therefore, these tools have been used
as proxies for quantifying compensation. However, these clinical tools are not designed to
distinguish between function and recovery [92, 61, 74, 73] and are inappropriate as measures
of motor compensation. Kinematic measures have been developed for differentiating between
function and recovery, but these are primarily focused on specific, in-lab reaching tasks [232,
214, 270]. It is not realistic to use 3D kinematics for all patients or in home due to cost,
time and personnel restrictions [22].
One method currently used to measure compensatory behavior in the ambient setting is
the motor activity log (MAL) [261, 42]. The MAL is a questionnaire which asks participants
to rate arm use during specific tasks on a discrete scale based on pre-stroke task performance.
While the MAL has been shown to reliably measure real-world upper-extremity quality
of motion in persons post-stroke, the tool allows for participants to complete tasks using
compensatory behaviors. Thus, MAL scores are not always reflective of motor recovery.
Finally, the nature of the assessment dictates that it cannot be used in real-time and that it
can be influenced by patient objectivity, comprehension, and recall.
To evaluate behavior in real-time, minimally intrusive sensing techniques, such as
accelerometry [130], have been used to autonomously differentiate functional and nonfunctional movement in the ambient setting [258].

These sensing techniques have also

been used to evaluate arm-use following the onset of stroke [131, 86]. Currently, measuring
functional movement or arm use is the primary method for autonomously describing realtime compensatory behaviors.
However, existing descriptions of such behaviors may be insufficient for determining
specific limbs, segments, and joints involved in this behavior. Our pursuit of quantitative
tools for measuring motor compensation revealed the need for examples of motor behaviors
useful for the training and development of computational models. This revealed a dearth
of specific, quantifiable, limb-based metrics of motor compensation. The purpose of the
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scoping review is to address the extent and robustness of evidence on quantitative descriptors
of compensatory motor behavior. Our research question is focused on the extent to which
upper-extremity motor compensation has been quantified in individuals post-stroke, and
what taxonomies (if any) exist with respect to this population. Therefore, the rationale for
the scoping review is to explore the robustness of quantitative descriptions of upper extremity
motor compensation.
Our goal is to determine existing quantifiable metrics for measuring, detecting, tracking,
or quantifying upper-extremity motor compensation. This exploration will provide insight
into the long-term quantification of ambient recovery responsiveness of motor behaviors to
injury and intervention of in individuals post-stroke. Our objectives are therefore to:
1. Investigate the quantitative description of UE compensation in clinical literature.
2. Identify specific, quantitative measures of UE motor compensation, and their prevalence of use in published literature.
3. Determine any existing taxonomies for such compensation.

3.2

Methods

Our investigation of the literature was performed using a scoping review.

A scoping

review is a type of knowledge synthesis that focuses on an exploratory research question
that queries an area or field of research of key concepts by searching the literature [53].
Scoping reviews are performed to examine the extent, range, and nature of research
activity to summarize and disseminate research findings and to identify gaps in the existing
literature [7, 135]. Our review will follow the updated recommendations to the original
methodological framework [7] proposed by Levac et al. in [135]. This methodological
framework consists of six stages: 1) Identifying the research question; 2) Identifying relevant
studies; 3) Study selection; 4) Charting the data; 5) Collating, summarizing, and reporting
results, and 6) Consultation (optional). The scoping review also follows the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analysis extension for Scoping Reviews
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(PRISMA-ScR) reporting guidelines [252]. The protocol was registered under the Open
Science Framework (OSF).

3.2.1

Identifying the research questions (Stage 1)

Our research questions include:
1. Research Question 1: How have studies of UE impairment and function in clinical
literature specifically described/defined compensation and the use of compensation
following stroke?
2. Research Question 2: What specific quantitative measures of motor compensation
are used in published literature?
3. Research Question 3: What taxonomies are assigned to the specific quantitative
measures of compensation defined in published literature?

3.2.2

Identifying relevant studies (Stage 2)

Information sources: The databases used to conduct the search were PubMed, Cochrane,
CINAHL Complete, Web of Science, PsycINFO, Scopus, and IEEE Xplore. We did not have
any contact with authors to identify additional sources. The final database searches all took
place on the same day (June 3rd , 2019).
Selected keywords included in the search were: (stroke OR post-stroke OR TIA OR
Transient Ischemic Attack OR CVA OR Cerebrovascular accident OR capsular infarction
OR hemorrhagic stroke OR ischemic OR ischemic stroke) AND (compensation* OR
compensatory behavior OR compensatory technique* OR compensatory strateg* OR
compensatory motor strateg* OR compensatory response OR compensatory mechanisms OR
alternate movement OR substitution OR adaptation OR redundancy) AND (rehabilitation
OR recovery OR rehabilitative therapy OR chronic OR long-term OR restoration OR repair
OR restitution) AND (upper limb OR upper arm OR upper extremity OR upper body OR
upper arm OR trunk OR back).
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All search results were exported to EndNote (EndNote X9, Philadelphia, PA). Publications were then excluded if they did not meet the aforementioned criteria regarding language
or type of publication. Publications were then further evaluated to determine whether they
met three inclusion criteria: Does the article/study examine stroke, the effects of stroke, or
stroke rehabilitation? Does the article examine upper extremity? Does the article/study
refer to compensation/compensatory behavior? If the three inclusion criteria were met, then
the publication was evaluated using a data extraction form.

3.2.3

Study selection (Stage 3)

Eligibility criteria: Articles were included in this scoping review if they met the following
inclusion criteria: 1) The study population consisted of individuals who have experienced a
cerebrovascular accident (CVA)/stroke; 2) The focus of the study was on the upper extremity;
and 3) The study described the problem of, an intervention to address, or the avoidance of
upper extremity compensatory motor behavior; 4) Publications written in English only 5)
Chapters, books, theses, conference proceedings > 1 page in length.
Selection of sources of evidence: Returned search results were compiled in EndNote
and duplicates were removed. EndNote search function was used to download copies of each
article for review. Each article was screened to determine if it met the three inclusion criteria.
Figure 3.1 outlines the study selection process. The search resulted in over 1500 articles
from the 8 databases. Thirteen-hundred articles then remained after removing redundancies.
An initial screening of abstracts was performed by to remove any obviously inappropriate
articles. This included articles which were not analyses of stroke, articles which did not
evaluate the upper extremity, and articles which did not evaluate compensatory movement
strategies. Abstracts, one-page conference proceedings, articles not in English, etc. were also
removed. The remaining 800 abstracts more closely screened, which resulted in the removal
of an additional 400 documents. The final 400 were carefully evaluated to determine whether
they specifically described compensation post-stroke, resulting in the final 94 articles that
fit the inclusion criteria.
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart depicting the article selection process
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3.2.4

Charting data (Stage 4)

Data charting process: All of the articles which passed the screening process were included
in the scoping review. A data extraction form was developed by the authors to extract
and record any relevant information from the included source publications. The form was
piloted with the research team; information was extracted from ten randomly selected articles
reviewed by three investigators to ensure consistency. Refinements derived from this process
resulted in a final version of the form (included in Appendix A) which was used to extract
data from the 94 articles.
The information extracted included the kind of compensation defined in the article (e.g.,
non-use, behavioral compensation, motor compensation, and other compensatory behaviors
not listed). If the compensation defined was a form of motor compensation, the segment
that described as performing the compensatory behavior and the task being performed were
also recorded. The specific, quantitative mechanism for defining compensation as well as the
values or thresholds, units, and instruments used to measure compensation were recorded.
Finally, participant demographics and trial design were recorded in the data extraction form.
Data items: For publications that met the inclusion criteria, the following variables
were extracted: title, authors, journal, year, volume, pages, study type, compensation
definition, and metrics used to describe compensation. For articles that investigated an
intervention/treatment to reduce or prevent compensatory motor behavior, the following
variables were extracted: number of subjects n, details on the specific treatments (e.g., dose,
intensity, devices used), outcome measures, and primary study findings.
Risk of bias was determined for each study based on the following criteria: if a
representative sample was included, subject randomization, intent-to-treat analysis, and
blinded assessor. More than two negative scores on the criteria indicated a high risk of bias.

3.2.5

Collating and summarizing the results (Stage 5)

Synthesis of results: The investigators extracted the above information from each of the
articles. First, it was validated a final time that the article focused on post-stroke, upper
extremity compensation, and the general definition of compensation listed in the article
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was recorded in the form. Then, the specific type of compensation was recorded, including
the segment used for compensating and the task being performed when the compensatory
behavior was measured. Then, if the compensatory movement was specifically quantified, the
method or formula for quantifying the compensation, along with all reported numerical values
and units of measurement, were recorded. Finally, the setting and device used to capture
the compensatory behavior were recorded. The investigators then compared the results of
the data extraction to validate that the reported results were accurate and addressed any
inconsistencies by repeating the review of the articles until a consensus was reached. For the
articles that investigated an intervention or treatment to reduce or prevent compensatory
motor behavior, more demographics and statistics were recorded by the investigators.
The analysis of the articles showed that compensation is often specifically defined in the
context of a segment being used to compensate and the task that is being performed while
compensation is observed. However, the review also revealed that these specific definitions
or descriptions of compensation are not always quantified. Finally, it was determined that
the vocabulary used to describe compensation in the literature is inconsistent.

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Overview of included publications

The publication of articles describing compensation is a relatively recent phenomenon.
Figure 3.2 shows the years in which the articles were published, indicating that of the 94
included articles nearly 70% were written in the last decade. The types of compensation
described can be further divided into four categories: non-use, behavioral compensation,
motor compensation, and other compensatory behaviors not listed. Motor compensation
was most commonly reported, followed by non-use, behavioral, and other. Of the articles
analyzed, only 72% specifically defined compensation.
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Figure 3.2: Publication years of selected articles
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3.3.2

Explicit definitions of UE motor compensation

Levin’s description of compensation [137] is widely accepted as the general definition for
compensation during motor task performance. The article describes compensation as any
way a person post-neurodegenerative disorder performs a task that is different than the way
the task would have been performed before the onset of the neurodegenerative disorder.
However, the initial goal of this analysis was to extract the specific definitions of motor
compensation.

Our analyses revealed certain generalities; in the bulk of the reviewed

literature, compensation is not a term generally applied to describe a body-level impairment
or capability; instead, compensation is almost always defined in the context of a segment or
groups of segments, relative to a task being performed, or a combination of both a segment
and a task. The majority of studies associated compensation with inappropriate recruitment
of the trunk, followed by coupling of the shoulder or elbow joints during ADLs.
Segment-specificity of definitions
Of the articles focused on motor compensation, 84% specified the segment used to perform
the compensatory behavior. The bar plot of Figure 3.3 depicts segments specifically identified
during the performance of compensatory behaviors. The focus is primarily on truncal
compensation with 72% of articles describing some compensatory engagement of the trunk.
The shoulder and elbow are the next most described segments, followed by wrist and then
fingers. Articles describing more than one segment engaged in the compensatory behavior
show up in multiple columns.
Task-specificity of definitions
Compensatory behaviors were often defined in the context of a specific study task. Eightyfour percent of articles described the task used to elicit compensatory behaviors. The pie
chart in Figure 3.3 depicts the types of tasks used for this purpose. The vast majority were
reaches or reach-to-grasp tasks, followed by ADLs and study-specific tasks.
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Figure 3.3: Segments (left) and tasks (right) for which compensatory behaviors are defined
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3.3.3

Quantitative measures of UE motor compensation

Included publications can generally be grouped into separate classes based on the level of
specificity of the compensation definition Table 3.1. These categories, arranged according
to increasing specificity, include:
• Group 1: compensation is not described
• Group 2: compensatory motion is described, but without numerical specificity
• Group 3: compensatory motion is described, along with numerical values, but values
are not explicitly related by authors to compensation
• Group 4: compensatory motion is described, along with numerical values, but any
value > 0 is considered
• Group 5: compensatory motion is described, along with numerical values linked
explicitly to compensation.
Table 3.2 depicts the terminology used to describe compensatory motion. The middle
column contains the relevant segment; the third column contains the words that followed the
segment, and the first column contains the terms that preceded the segment (e.g., Excessive
Trunk Compensation, 16.67% of papers, → Column I, Column II, Column III).

3.4
3.4.1

Discussion
Explicit definitions of UE motor compensation

The purpose of this article was to determine quantitative descriptions of motor compensation.
Initially, we expected that there would be a definition, a set of definitions, or a library of
terms that could be used to specifically define the scope of compensatory behaviors. What
we determined was the compensatory behaviors used and defined are dependent on both the
task being performed and the segment being used to perform the task.
Segments associated with compensation: Truncal compensation was characterized
most often in the papers which described compensatory behaviors. The engagement of
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Table 3.1: Organization of publications according to increasing specificity of compensation
definition
Group
1
2
3
4
5

Specificity
Not described
Non-numeric
Numeric, unlinked
Numeric, linked, binary
Numeric, linked, granular
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# of publications
11
22
18
15
24

Table 3.2: Compensatory movements are specifically qualified a number of different ways
across the papers we analyzed. This table shows the taxonomies that have been used to
qualify compensation for each segment. The table is meant to be read [Prefix] Segment
[Suffix], where the percentage following the suffix (or prefix if there is no suffix) is the
percentage of papers which used this taxonomy to define a specific compensatory behavior.
In instances where no prefix or suffix was used in the paper, that section of the table was
left blank. In some instances, multiple prefixes preceded a single suffix, and in these cases,
the percentages listed by the prefixes indicate the percentage of papers which used the listed
prefix along with the listed suffix. The discrepancy between percentages listed for prefixes
and suffixes in these cases is accounted for by the number of papers which used the suffix
with no prefix.
Prefix

Segment

Suffix
-Arm Coordination (3.85%)
-Assisted Reaching (2.56%)
-Hand Distance (1.28%)
Angle (5.13%)
Angular Displacement (1.28%)
Anterior Displacement (6.41%)
Axial Rotation (1.28%)

Excessive (1.28%)
Compensation (16.67%)
Increased (3.85%)
Reduced (1.28%)
Compensation Movements (8.97%)
Excessive (1.28%)
Excessive

Compensatory Mechanisms (1.28%)
Compensatory Offsets (1.28%)
Trunk

Compensatory Strategy (5.13%)
Contribution (7.69%)
Control (1.28%)

Arm- (2.56%)
Coordination (2.56%)
Compensatory Arm- (1.28%)

Anterior (11.54%)
Compensatory (5.13%)
Excessive (6.41%)

Displacement (39.74%)

Forward (2.56%)
Increased (3.85%)
Sagittal (2.56%)
Elevation (1.28%)
Excursion (2.56%)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – Continued
Prefix

Segment

Suffix

Anterior (1.28%)
Compensatory (3.85%)

Flexion (19.23%)

Increased (2.56%)
∆ (1.28%)
Forward Bending (2.56%)
Forward Path Length (1.28%)
Forward Translation (1.28%)
Inclination (1.28%)
Lateral (1.28%)
Involvement (1.28%)
Lateral Flexion (2.56%)
Lateral Path Length (1.28%)
Forward

Lean (1.28%)
Leaning (1.28%)
Medial Translation (1.28%)

Compensatory (5.13%)
Excessive (6.41%)

Motion (17.95%)

Increased (1.28%)
Lateral (1.28%)
Trunk
Additional (1.28%)
Amount of (1.28%)
Changes In (1.28%)
Compensatory (29.49%)

Motion (42.31%)

Excessive (20.51%)
Forward (5.13%)
Increased (3.85%)
Reduced (1.28%)
Forward

Offsets (1.28%)

Arm-

Position (1.28%)

Increased (1.28%)

Recruitment (11.54%)

More (1.28%)

Axial (1.28%)
Compensatory (1.28%)

Rotation (28.21%)

Forward (1.28%)
Lateral (1.28%)
Rotation Path Length (1.28%)
Saggital Displacement (1.28%)
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – Continued
Prefix

Segment

Suffix
Saggital Movement (1.28%)
Stabilization (1.28%)

External (1.28%)
Tangential Velocity (2.56%)
Trajectories (1.28%)
Compensatory (1.28%)
Excessive (1.28%)

Use

Increased (1.28%)
Compensatory Movement of the (6.41%)
Trunk
Excessive Flexion of the (1.28%)
Excessive Rotation of the (2.56%)
Increased Movement of the (1.28%)
Involvement of the (1.28%)
Involving the (1.28%)
Recruitment of the (2.56%)
Rotation of the (1.28%)
Use of the (1.28%)
∆ (2.56%)

-Elbow Interjoint Coordination (2.56%)
-Elbow Coordination (1.28%)
-Elbow Coupling (1.28%)
-Elbow Index (1.28%)
-Elbow Joint Motion (1.28%)

Degree of (1.28%)
Excessive (1.28%)
Abduction (20.51%)
Increased (1.28%)
Peak (1.28%)
Synchronous (1.28%)
Shoulder
Abduction Angle (1.28%)
Active Motion (1.28%)
Adduction (8.97%)
Angle (3.85%)
Range of (1.28%)
Angular Displacement (1.28%)
Compensation (2.56%)
Disrupted Elbow-

Coordination (1.28%)
Displacement (1.28%)
Elevation (7.69%)
Extension (6.41%)
External Rotation (5.13%)
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – Continued
Prefix

Segment

Active (2.56%)

Suffix

Flexion (20.51%)

Maximum (1.28%)
Flexion Angle (1.28%)
Flexion Torque (1.28%)
Girdle Movement (1.28%)
Horizontal Abduction (3.85%)
Horizontal Adduction (8.97%)
Internal Rotation (2.56%)
Inward Rotation (1.28%)
Joint Angle (1.28%)
Joint Contribution (1.28%)
Joint Correlation (1.28%)
Under-use of

Joints (1.28%)

Deficits in

Kinematic Adaptability (1.28%)
Moment (1.28%)
Shoulder

Maximal Velocity of

Motion (1.28%)

Amount of (1.28%)
Compensatory (2.56%)
Movement (8.97%)
Limited (1.28%)
Range of (1.28%)
Temporal Coordination of (1.28%)
Protraction (1.28%)
Range of Motion (1.28%)
Rotation (5.13%)
Scapular Elevation (1.28%)
Subluxation (2.56%)
Upward Compensation (1.28%)
Maximal

Velocity (1.28%)

Compensatory Movement of the (1.28%)
Rotation of the (1.28%)
-Shoulder Coordination (1.28%)
-Shoulder Interjoint Coordination (2.56%)
-Shoulder Joint Motion (1.28%)
-Shoulder Relationship (1.28%)
Active Motion (1.28%)
Elbow
Angle (3.85%)
Angular Excursion (1.28%)
Shoulder-

Coordination (2.56%)

Shoulder-

Coupling (1.28%)
Displacement (1.28%)
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – Continued
Prefix

Segment

Suffix
Excursion (1.28%)
Extension (23.08%)

Maximum (2.56%)
Extension Amplitude (1.28%)
Extension Range (1.28%)
Extension Velocity (1.28%)

Amount of (1.28%)

Flexion (14.1%)

More (1.28%)
Flexion Torque (1.28%)
Force (1.28%)
ShoulderShoulder-

Index (1.28%)
Elbow

Interjoint Coordination (2.56%)
Joint Angle (1.28%)
Joint Contribution (1.28%)

Under-use of

Joints (1.28%)

Deficits in

Kinematic Adaptability (1.28%)
Moment (1.28%)

Amount of (1.28%)

Movement (12.82%)

Temporal Coordination of (1.28%)
Pronation (1.28%)
Range-of-Motion (1.28%)
Velocity of

Rotation (1.28%)
Supination (1.28%)
Angle (1.28%)

Impaired

Control (1.28%)
Coordination (1.28%)
Extension (1.28%)
Extension Angle (1.28%)
Extension Strength (1.28%)
Wrist
Flexion (1.28%)
Movement (2.56%)
Peak Velocity (2.56%)

Maximal (1.28%)

Velocity (1.28%)

Peak Horizontal (1.28%)
Magnitude of (1.28%)
Abduction
Reduced (1.28%)
Between-

Finger

Impaired Coordination of

Covariances (1.28%)
Forces (1.28%)
Joint Angular Excursions (1.28%)
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – Continued
Prefix

Segment

Suffix
Joint Coordination (1.28%)
Joint Excursions (1.28%)

Angular Excursion of

Joints (1.28%)
Finger
Movement (1.28%)
Range of Motion (1.28%)

Impairment in the (1.28%)
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the trunk to complete a task, such as using forward lean to supplement the execution
of a reach, is easy to measure, address, and reverse as these movements are distinctly
different from control performance of the same task in both an observable and quantifiable
sense. Compensation using the shoulder and elbow were described less than half as often
as compensation using the trunk. While these segments do demonstrate some individual
compensatory behaviors, compensation of the shoulder or elbow can be more difficult to
observe or measure since it often includes individual compensatory strategies combined with
decreased synergy and coordination between the two segments. Lastly, only a small number
of papers analyzed described compensation of the wrist or fingers as anything more than
weakness or inappropriate orientation for a given task. These task-specific definitions indicate
that there are fewer general definitions of compensation available for these segments than
the other three.
Constraint and Compensation: For the trunk, shoulder, and elbow segments,
compensation is frequently quantified as more or less engagement of the segment to complete
a task. The threshold for what is considered compensatory is set by the level to which the
segment would have been engaged before the onset of stroke. This is exemplified in the papers
which describe the increased trunk movement, decreased should flexion, and decreased elbow
extension that persons post-stroke use to complete a reaching task. The understanding that
is expected from these definitions of compensation is that some engagement of these segments
is anticipated during the execution of such tasks. There is, however, a binary method which
is occasionally used for describing compensation where the “threshold” is set to define any
engagement of a given segment during the completion of a task as compensatory. This
binary of description of compensation is often used in papers which seek to prohibit use of
the segment, such as those which restrain the trunk during reaching tasks or constrain the
less affected limb to reverse non-use of the more affected limb. These binary definitions of
compensation are used in study design as often as they are because providing a clear cut-off
point makes it straightforward to decide whether the compensatory behavior is occurring
and if intervention is necessary. This allows researchers to more easily measure and develop
therapies to reverse or prevent compensation defined in this way.
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Compensation and the Selected Task: Analysis of the papers also revealed that
compensation is most often identified in the context of a task being performed. This indicates
that description and quantification of compensatory behavior is task specific, not generally
applicable. The task during which compensation was most analyzed was a prototyped reach
or reach-to-grasp task. Reaching tasks are likely to invoke forward truncal compensation
which, as mentioned, is easy to measure, address, and reverse. However, although reaching
can be an integral part of functional task performance in the ambient setting, prototyped
tasks such as those that are performed in the papers analyzed are not representative of
the types of behaviors for which compensatory strategies are typically employed. As such,
some studies asked participants to perform tasks meant to simulate those performed in the
ambient setting. Other papers developed games or study-specific tasks which occasionally
use specialized instruments to evaluate and reverse compensatory behaviors. The reviewed
articles reveal that compensation cannot be specifically quantified without first describing
the relevant behavior and/or the segment(s) used.

3.4.2

Identify specific, quantitative measures of UE motor compensation assigned to each explicit definition (if given), and
their prevalence of use in published literature.

Quantitative Descriptions of Compensation: The secondary goal of this article was to
develop an agreed upon quantitative measure for upper extremity compensation. Whether
attempting to measure compensation in the lab or ambient setting, the capability to
quantify compensation autonomously, without the aid of a therapist or clinician, can be
extremely useful for providing a clinician with information that can be used to design or tune
individualized rehabilitation programs for patients. As previously discussed, compensation
is most easily and often defined in the context of a segment being used and a task being
performed, and using those definitions, the papers were divided into groups based on the
granularity that was used to define the compensatory behavior.
Compensation, while generally well defined, is not well quantified. Despite this, nearly
a quarter of the papers discussed methods for measuring compensation or interventions
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to decrease compensation without quantifying the compensation that was being addressed.
Other papers binarily quantified compensation (segment was used or not used during a task)
or defined compensation in the context of an intervention (segment was used less during a
given task by a control group or after an intervention). Part of the purpose of publication is
to present replicable results that can be used as a foundation for future research. The papers
which were placed in the top group provided definitions of compensation in the context of a
segment used, a task being performed, and quantified values of the described compensation.
These definitions can be extracted by unaffiliated researchers and used in novel sensing
methods or therapies. Since only approximately a quarter of the papers provide specific,
quantitative definitions of compensation, more effort needs to be made in the future to
narrate consistent definitions of compensation.

3.4.3

Determine any existing taxonomies for such compensation.

Analysis of the articles revealed that compensation is designated in a variety of ways in
the literature. While it is important to evaluate the specific quantitative ways that people
are describing compensation, if the nomenclature used for compensation too varied, the
disparate descriptions cannot be combined to develop a cohesive definition. With regards to
compensation, which should be well defined or described but is not, it is inappropriate to use
an array of terms since consistencies between definitions can be loss because of inconsistencies
between terms. The taxonomies of the trunk which are demonstrated in Table ?? often
overlap in the type of compensatory movement that is being referenced despite the difference
in terminology. In the future, the best practice would be to stick to a limited, but widely
accepted, nomenclature for describing compensation or compensatory behaviors.

3.5

Implications for Our Approach

This scoping review was conducted to determine the existing metrics for quantifying
compensation in the state-of-the-art-literature.

We found that compensation is often

described in the context of a segment used to compensation and a task being performed
when compensation is measured. However, beyond reaching, there were no prototyped
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motions for which compensation was quantitatively described. Therefore, there is a need
to classify motion generally before compensation can be specifically quantified. In later
chapters, we will look at quantifying known maladaptive movement strategies to measure
whether significant differences exist between tasks being performed. If significant differences
emerge, then the quantification of such movement strategies can later be used as a proxy for
compensatory behavior.
We also developed a tiered list of the ways that compensation is described in the literature
and, in so doing, a standard for describing compensation that authors can strive for in
future work. Finally, we demonstrated the various ways that compensation is described
for each segment. This review reveals the need for consistency in the methods used to
describe and quantify compensatory behavior as well as the dearth of specific, quantifiable
definitions of compensation. Future work in the field of sensing and reversing upper extremity
compensatory movement might consider the standards suggested by this paper and strive
for a more cohesive attempt at quantifying such behavior.
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Chapter 4
Novel Method to Quantify Interlimb
Coordination in Persons with
Hemiparesis Post-Stroke
4.1

Introduction

In Chapter 3, we determined that compensation is primarily described in the context of a
task being performed and a segment being used to perform a task. Coordination of the upper
limbs, which may be impaired post-stroke [216], is important for many daily life skills, and
the amount of coordination needed is dependent on the task being performed [80]. In this
chapter, we use minimally intrusive sensing techniques to quantify interlimb coordination.
We then use the derived values to prove significant differences between task type and
correlation between the derived values and clinical measures.
Finely-tuned upper extremity (UE) intra- and interlimb coordination is controlled
through intact neural coupling [8], which requires timing of movements and sequential,
rhythmic use of limb segments on one or both sides of the body [237]. Coordination of the
upper limbs enables interaction with the environment and the performance of goal-oriented
tasks such as activities of daily living (ADLs). The type of tasks performed range from
unimanual with use of a single limb, to bimanual symmetric or the production of mirrored
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UE movements, to bimanual asymmetric when different motion is exhibited in each limb.
For persons with hemiparesis post-stroke, tasks requiring UE coordination can be difficult
to execute due to limited strength, mobility, and motor control resulting in the execution of
functional, yet compensatory movement patterns [216, 235, 119].
Compensatory strategies may include disuse of the more affected limb, increased trunk
involvement during arm motion, asymmetry during bimanual tasks, and inefficient motion
or atypical synergistic movements during task performance [138, 245, 294].

Although

compensation promotes independence in everyday tasks and may be ideal for individuals
with severe impairments, it can also impede recovery of intra- and interlimb coordination
inherent in unimanual and bimanual performance [119, 137] as persistent disuse or the display
of inefficient patterns may lead to reduced capability and cortical representation of the more
affected limb [241, 177]. Determining the extent of coordination within and between the arms
and how it changes with recovery and rehabilitation requires assessment measures sensitive
to subtle changes in motion and task performance.
Most UE clinical assessments evaluate function of the paretic limb during unimanual
tasks with limited emphasis on bimanual function [75, 283, 297]. An exception to this is
the Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA) [93, 124], a tool originally designed to assess how
effectively the more affected limb is used during bimanual tasks in children with unilateral
UE dysfunction. The AHA has been recently adapted for use in adults post-stroke, i.e. the
Adult AHA Stroke (Ad-AHA Stroke) [125]. However, as with other observation-based tools,
the Ad-AHA Stroke may not be sensitive enough to detect small yet significant changes
in motor behavior occurring with natural recovery or rehabilitation. A highly sensitive,
objective measure requiring minimal equipment is needed to quantify intra- and interlimb
coordination for different tasks in various settings.
The ability to perform coordinated UE tasks is an important rehabilitation outcome that
is often neglected according to patients and clinicians [21, 20]. Existing literature on interlimb
coordination has largely focused on the evaluation of gait [57, 231, 247], or the use of tethered
marker–based techniques unsuitable to ambient settings [216, 292]. As reinforcement of
compensatory behaviors is thought to primarily occur in ambient settings when an individual
is unmonitored by a health care specialist [177], existing research approaches that evaluate
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limb coordination using kinematic metrics are inappropriate for ambient monitoring given
the requirement that users are stationary or tethered to measurement equipment. This
has motivated the development of various minimally intrusive sensor–based approaches to
monitor motion in individuals with motor dysfunction [257, 243, 199].
Inertial measurement units (IMU), are body-worn sensors that monitor and transmit
changes in movement during the execution of everyday tasks [88]. IMU sensors have been
used with individuals post-stroke and other neurological conditions to capture the quality and
quantity of motion during typical and atypical motor behaviors [88, 253]. These IMU sensors
have also been used with the stroke population to predict impairment scores, functional
scores, and activity performance [298, 197, 59]. These sensors can detect small changes in
movement patterns, thus should be able to differentiate in a quantitative manner between
typical and atypical motor behavior. A challenge in using IMU sensors is that they produce
derived, differential motion measures, such as linear acceleration and angular rate of change.
Therefore, unlike traditional marker-based motion capture systems, raw data cannot be
easily used to directly reconstruct changes in limb position. Instead, IMU data requires
custom signal and data processing techniques to produce clinically relevant metrics [268].
The goal of the current approach is to develop novel sensor based measures of UE
interlimb coordination as a potential biomarker for motor recovery. Development of an
accurate yet sensitive system using IMU data to identify distinct features of UE intra- and
interlimb coordination is a sequential process. We will develop a novel algorithm for the
differentiation of unimanual, bimanual asymmetric, and bimanual symmetric gestures using
inertial sensor data. This algorithm will show that individuals post–stroke demonstrate
quantifiable kinematic differences in the performance of these gestures when compared to
healthy individuals [113].
The first aim of this chapter is to describe this novel algorithm and provide an exploratory
evaluation of the ability of a sensor-derived motion parameter to differentiate between UE
performance in healthy controls and individuals post stroke. The second aim is to evaluate
the ability of this motion parameter to distinguish between UE task type (unimanual,
bimanual symmetric, and bimanual asymmetric tasks) in healthy controls. If successful,
the completion of these two aims will result in the validation of an algorithm capable of
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distinguishing between types of interlimb coordination based on data from inertial sensors.
The final aim is to validate findings from a sensor-derived motion parameter against clinical
measures commonly used to assess performance in persons post-stroke, including the UE
Fugl-Meyer Assessment (UE-FMA) and the Ad-AHA Stroke Assessment. If the sensor
derived data are sensitive to differences in groups (controls and post-stroke) and task and
if the results are validated against clinical measures, data from these participants can be
used in later chapters (Chapter(s) 5, 6) to train machine learning models to autonomously
classify group and task type.
The methodology used to develop our algorithm is described in Section 4.2. The results
of our study are presented in Section 4.3, and interpretation and implications of our results
are presented in Section 4.4.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Participants

Individuals post stroke and healthy-age matched controls were recruited from two clinical
sites: Columbia University Irving Medical Center/Teachers College, Columbia University
and Chapman University. Inclusion criteria for participants post stroke were: (1) > 1
year, post stroke; (2) ability to isolate elbow and shoulder motion in one arm; and (3)
ability to perform a gross grasping task, e.g. 3-jaw chuck or lateral pinch with both hands.
Exclusion criteria included: (1) atypical synergy patterns involving concurrent motion in 2
UE joints; (2) joint contractures > 20° at either elbow or > 45° in either shoulder; and (3)
known allergies to tape or other skin sensitivities. Potential participants were recruited using
flyers and referrals from existing databases. This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Boards at Columbia University Irving Medical Center, Teachers College, Columbia
University and Chapman University. All participants provided written informed consent.
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4.2.2

Clinical Characteristics and Demographics

All participants were assessed with the Edinburgh Inventory to determine handedness [192],
the Manual Ability Measure-36 (MAM-36) to assess hand function [40], and the Jamar®
Dynamometer and BL Engineering Pinch Gauge to asses grip and pinch strength [222]. The
MAM-36 rates 36 everyday tasks based on self-reported manual ability with the total score
ranging from 0–144; higher scores indicate better-perceived manual ability. Grip, lateral
pinch, and palmar pinch strength are reported as the mean of three trials. Persons poststroke were also assessed using the UE-FMA to establish motor impairment based on a
maximum score of 66 with a higher score indicating better motor function [75, 144, 194].
Participant characteristics are shown in Table 4.1.

4.2.3

Experimental Procedure

In this cross-sectional study, participants attended a single session during which they
completed six UE tasks and the Ad-AHA Stroke [125] while seated and wearing five APDM
Opal wearable sensors (Portland, OR). Performance was videotaped to obtain accurate start
and stop times for all tasks. The sensors were secured with adjustable straps on each wrist,
each upper arm, and the sternum (Fig. 4.1A). Each sensor recorded tri-axial acceleration,
angular rate of change, and magnetic field strength at 128 Hz. Prior to collecting data
during the UE tasks and Ad-AHA Stroke, one sensor was shaken in a rhythmic pattern to
facilitate post–hoc synchronization of inertial and video data. The six UE tasks (see sample
Fig. 4.1B) were counterbalanced for order and completed twice by each participant. Tasks
included two unimanual (U) tasks (reaching for a bottle and reaching across midline for a
spoon); two bimanual symmetric (BS) tasks (folding a towel and donning a hat); and two
bimanual asymmetric (BA) tasks (unscrewing a bottle lid and stirring marbles in a bowl).
In principle, there should be no kinematic coupling between limbs for unimanual tasks, a
high level of coupling for bimanual symmetric tasks, and moderate coupling for bimanual
asymmetric tasks.
Paretic limb performance in persons post-stroke was further assessed using the Ad-AHA
Stroke [125], which required participants to unwrap and wrap a present (Fig. 4.1C).
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Table 4.1: Participant Characteristics
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Controls
n=20

Age
Post-Stroke
Affected
Grip (kg)
Lateral Pinch (kg)
Palmar Pinch (kg)
Gender
EI
Handedness FM
MAM
(yrs)
(yrs)
Side
U/A, D/ND
U/A, D/ND
U/A, D/ND
67
4
F
L
80
R
29
107
28/4
7.6/2.5
7.3/0.0
60
11
M
L
100
R
9
112
32/5
4.0/0.0
6.0/1.0
52
10
F
L
100
R
35
122
29/12
4.0/2.0
5.3/2.5
64
13
F
R
-90
L
29
130
30/2
4.0/0.5
4.0/0.8
67
11
M
R
-60
L
25
110
25/8
4.0/0.0
3.0/0.0
25
11
M
L
70
R
30
134
48/18
6.0/0.0
4.0/1.0
64
8
F
R
-100
L
32
112
25/4
6.0/0.0
4.0/0.5
41
4
F
R
-70
L
27
123
25/8
4.0/4.0
5.0/0.0
50
3
M
R
-80
L
26
121
45/15
7.5/2.0
7.0/2.5
43
10
M
R
-100
L
31
114
35/8
8.0/2.0
5.0/1.0
52
2
M
L
100
L
21
33
43/2
11.5/1.5
10.0/0.0
56
3
M
R
27
Am
64
121
37/26
9.6/7.6
6.0/6.3
66
8
M
R
-62
L
31
130
33/8
7.9/2.7
5.8/1.3
67
5
M
L
90
R
35
107
32/4
9.5/2.8
5.0/0.5
59
2
M
R
80
R
45
123
30/18
9.0/5.8
6.8/6.0
40
6
M
L
78
R
44
103
40/8
8.0/6.0
6.1/1.1
50
16
M
R
100
R
64
130
40/35
8.4/9.1
7.0/5.8
42
8
F
L
100
R
42
105
23/1
6.7/2.0
4.2/0.3
46
11
M
L
68
R
28
99
36/6
8.5/2.3
7.0/1.3
58
8
F
L
100
R
35
114
36/6
5.83/1.3
4.0/1.2
52.3
75
143
32.3 (7.4)/
6.9 (2.4)/
5.6 (2.2)/
NA
5M/15F
NA
18R/2Am
NA
(12.5)
(37)
(1.5)
29.3 (7.4)
6.5 (2.5)
5.2 (1.7)
ID = identification; yrs = years; F = female; M = male; EI = Edinburgh Inventory; R= right; L = Left; Am = Ambidextrous; FM = Fugl-Meyer Motor
Assessment; MAM = Manual Ability Measure; kg = kilograms; U = unaffected; A = affected; D = dominant; ND = non-dominant.
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Figure 4.1: Subjects wore 5 sensors on the sternum, L/R wrist, and L/R upper arm (A)
during performance of 6 different tasks performed twice (B), including reaching for a water
bottle as shown here; and performance of the Adult Assisting Hand Assessment Stroke
(AdAHA-Stroke), which involved unwrapping and wrapping a present (C).
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Specifically, participants were informed that the aim of the task was to use both hands
in the way that felt most natural and easiest. This would allow assessment of functional
performance when both hands were used together. Scoring of the Ad-AHA Stroke from
videotape was done on 19 components within five categories: general usage, arm use, grasprelease, fine-motor adjustment, and coordination. Sample components included items such
as initiates use, stabilizes by grip and flow in bimanual task performance. A 1-4 category
rating scale was used to score the more affected limb on all 19 components: 1) does not do;
2) ineffective; 3) somewhat effective; and 4) effective. The Ad-AHA Stroke has established
validity and reliability in individuals post stroke [264]. All ratings were completed by an
experienced and certified rater.

4.2.4

Data Processing

Use of IMU data requires custom signal and data processing techniques to produce clinically
relevant metrics [268].

Raw sensor data were filtered using a 3rd order Butterworth

bandpass filter [170] with 0.1Hz and 2Hz cutoff frequencies and then digitally de–trended
to remove drift [268]. The adjusted data were then separated into twelve different segments
corresponding to each task. Sample control and post–stroke data corresponding to the Fold
Towel task is presented in Fig. 4.2.

4.2.5

Interlimb Coordination Measures

Investigation of gesture coupling and coordination typically involves the comparison of
segments or anatomical landmarks using marker based measures that rely on kinematic
(position) data relative to a global coordinate frame [230, 8, 85]. Quantifying coordination
with inertial sensors is challenging because 1) inertial sensors utilize a local coordinate
frame (versus a global coordinate frame), and 2) inertial sensors measure acceleration and
angular rate of change (versus position and orientation). To account for this, we utilized
three intuitively motivated comparison approaches evaluating peak to peak amplitude, time
domain properties, and frequency domain properties.
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Figure 4.2: Raw acceleration data extracted from the left and right wrists of a control (left
side plots) and persons post–stroke (right side plots) performing the task Fold towel.
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Peak to Peak Amplitude
Peak to peak amplitude comparisons are based on the assumption that similar motions
generate similar amounts of amplitude in the IMUs; yet, they do not account for signal
morphology.

The peak to peak amplitude of each axis for each sensor modality was

determined, then normalized to the maximum value. The peak to peak amplitude for each
sensor and each modality was then compared to the peak to peak amplitude of every other
sensor for the same modality (e.g., all accelerometer data were compared to each other).
Time Domain
Time domain comparisons are more sensitive to morphology as they consist of point by
point comparisons; yet, they may be overly sensitive to noise and small signal fluctuations.
Spearman’s correlation was used to compare each axis to every other axis for all sensors.
Given the number of axes and sensors, the correlation coefficients were then compressed
around a mean value. To minimize the associated loss of information, the correlation values
were ranked from smallest to largest. These values were then multiplied by their rank,
resulting in a weighted average such that high correlation values carried heavier weight than
low values. The ranking was applied to a 3n × 3n matrix (corresponding to the number of
axes, 3, multiplied by the number of sensors, n).
Frequency Domain
Frequency domain measures have demonstrated validity in capturing the underlying
structure of motion; however, they may be more difficult to evaluate intuitively [48, 269].
In the frequency domain, similarity was quantified using the magnitude–squared coherence
(MSC) between each axis on every sensor for a given gesture. This measure provided an
indication of frequencies for which the two signals had overlapping signal power, and was
calculated using:
Cxy =

|Pxy |2
Pxx Pyy

(4.1)

where x and y represent two signals, and Pij is the power spectral density of two signals
i and j. To convert the resulting vector into a scalar, the area under each Cxy curve was
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computed and normalized to produce a matrix of values between zero and one. Like the
time domain similarity measure, each frequency domain similarity measure was assigned a
rank and multiplied by that rank.

4.2.6

Interlimb Coordination Algorithm

Our novel interlimb coordination algorithm depicted in Fig. 4.3 uses all three similarity
metrics with five IMUs used in the calculations (Fig. 4.3a). Each sensor was compared to
each other sensor, resulting in ten comparisons (Fig. 4.3b). The wrist 1 and upper arm 1
sensors were classified as more active and the wrist 2 and upper arm 2 sensors as less active
during each task. Specifically, we determined which was the leading limb for bimanual tasks
and which was the moving limb for unimanual tasks based on performance of controls.
The ten sensor pairs were: a) sternum to wrist 1 (S-W1); b) sternum to wrist 2 (S-W2);
c) sternum to upper arm 1 (S-U1); d) sternum to upper arm 2 (S-U2); e) wrist 1 to wrist 2
(W1-W2); f) wrist 1 to upper arm 1 (W1-U1); g) wrist 1 to upper arm 2 (W1-U2); h) wrist
2 to upper arm 1 (W2-U1); i) wrist 2 to upper arm 2 (W2-U2); and j) upper arm 1 to upper
arm 2 (U1-U2).
To determine the similarity between the motion of any two segments (e.g., wrist 1 to
upper arm), data from each modality (e.g., acceleration) was compared between sensors for
three metrics: peak to peak amplitude, the correlation in time domain, and the frequency
domain (spectral coherence). Thus, data from the x-, y-, and z- axes of one sensor was
compared to the data from the x-, y-, and z- axes of another sensor using each of the three
metrics. For the three modalities, this resulted in nine values each for relative amplitude,
time domain, and spectral coherence [178]. The nine values for each modality were then
normalized to the maximum value, and the resulting twenty-seven normalized values were
averaged to create a single value for each comparison, titled the motion parameter.
The aforementioned analyses of task performance for each participant generated a single
motion parameter or similarity value between each sensor pair for each of the three measures
(i.e., peak-to-peak amplitude). The sequence for our algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.4. To
assess intra and interlimb coupling the motion parameters for the ten sensor pairs were
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Figure 4.3: The interlimb coordination algorithm utilizes amplitude, time, and frequency
data from all five body-worn sensors to create an array of numerical values for unimanual,
bimanual asymmetric, and bimanual symmetric gestures.
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Figure 4.4: A) Sequence of algorithm construction and B) two examples.
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ranked from highest to lowest in regard to the motion parameter (Fig. 4.3c). To normalize
the data for task type, we divided the number of times each sensor pair had a high similarity
value by the number of actions performed (Fig. 4.3d). To group these results within gesture
type (e.g., unimanual gestures), we determined the frequency at which a comparison showed
up as a high rank comparison. Because participants performed four different gestures for each
gesture type (unimanual, bimanual asymmetric, and bimanual symmetric), this frequency
could take on values of 0,

1 1 3
, , ,
4 2 4

or 1 (Fig. 4.3e). Finally, we visualized the similarity

values using a heatmap (Fig. 4.3f). For each participant, the algorithm outputs three data
sets (similar to that of Fig. 4.3f) corresponding to unimanual, bimanual asymmetric, and
bimanual symmetric data.
Our algorithm was based on task type and performance by controls. For example, each
participant performed four unimanual tasks. We would expect a control to have a high
similarity value between the sternum and inactive upper arm (S-U2) for all four iterations of
unimanual tasks since both body parts are apt to move very little during task performance.
This sensor comparison would result in a similarity score of 4/4 or 1. Conversely, since
data from the wrist and upper arm sensors of the active limb (W1-U1) of a control may
only be fairly similar (same motion but different amplitude), that sensor pair might only
demonstrate similarity for two of the four task iterations resulting in a similarity score of
2/4 or 0.5. Thus, the top ranked sensor pairs per task type with the highest frequency
often received scores closer to ”one,” while sensor pairs that were low ranking often received
scores closer to ”zero.” The ranking was performed for each task type and modality, and the
similarity values for each participant post-stroke were compared to an age-matched control.
In persons post-stroke, we extracted a use ratio during performance of the Ad-AHA
Stroke by comparing the wrist sensor data from the paretic arm against the non-paretic
arm (paretic/non-paretic arm). This use ratio was then compared to scores obtained for the
UE-FMA as well as the Ad-AHA Stroke. For each sensor modality (acceleration, angular
rate of change, and orientation), the total area under the raw data curve (integral) for the
paretic arm was normalized by the total area under the curve (integral) for the non-paretic
arm. Thus, the use ratio for each modality was compared again the UE-FMA and AdAHA
Stroke logit scores for each person post-stroke.
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4.2.7

Data Analyses

Algorithm outputs for the similarity value were examined using a two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to assess performance in persons post-stroke vs. controls across the three task
types (U, BS, BA). This two-way ANOVA was run separately for each of the 10 sensor-tosensor comparisons based on sensor location. We present results from three (of ten) primary
sensor-to-sensor comparisons that represent the most frequently observed compensatory
movement patterns during upper limb tasks [138, 245, 294] and as such were expected to be
differentially sensitive not only to gesture type, but to the types of impairments present in
individuals post–stroke. These key sensor comparisons shown in Figure 4.5, were: sternum
to wrist 1 (S-W1), wrist 1 to wrist 2 (W1-W2), and wrist 1 to upper arm 1 (W1-UA1) for
all three task types for each group. Thus, potential compensatory patterns assessed based
on sensor comparison included trunk involvement during arm motion (S-W1); limb disuse or
asymmetry during bimanual tasks (W1-W2), and movement efficiency or atypical synergistic
motion during any task type (W1-UA1). A comparison of similarity values between task type
for the three key sensor pairs among each group were further examined using a Tukey-Kramer
post-hoc analysis.
The arm use ratio was compared to scores from the UE-FMA and Ad-AHA Stroke from
persons post-stroke, using a predictive linear regression analysis to determine the extent to
which the use ratio of raw wrist sensor data extracted during task performance could predict
scores on each clinical assessment.

4.3

Results

Forty participants were recruited; 20 individuals post stroke (53.5 ± 11.5 yrs) and 20 agematched controls who had not had a stroke (52.3 ± 12.5 yrs). Individual demographics
and clinical features of participants with hemiparesis post-stroke are shown in Table 1 with
means (SDs) listed for controls. All participants were included in the analyses, except for
the comparison of the arm use ratio against the UE-FMA and Ad-AHA Stroke which only
included findings from participants post-stroke.
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Figure 4.5: Three key sensor to sensor comparisons: S-W1 (green line), W1-W2 (blue line),
and W1-U1 (red line).
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Differences in similarity value between groups (controls and persons post-stroke) across
task type (U, BS, and BA) were found. Figure 4.6 depicts the similarity values for one
representative person post-stroke and one control for the three key sensor comparisons: SW1, W1-W2, and W1-U1 across the three types of tasks. The variability in similarity
between sensor pairs are represented by the colormap (dark red = high sensor similarity and
limb coupling; dark blue = low sensor similarity and limb coupling). The relationships for
group across three task types based on the similarity score for three sensor comparisons are
shown in Figure 4.7. As expected, we found group and task inter- and intralimb differences.
Main effects for group were found for two sensor comparisons: S-W1, (F=55.33, p<0.01);
and W1-W2 (F=143.28, p<0.01). Main effects were also found for task type for two sensor
comparisons: S-W1 (F=20.17, p<0.01) and W1-W2 (F=183.23, p<0.01). A significant group
by task interaction was found for all three sensor comparisons: S-W1 (F=9.73, p<0.01); W1W2 (F=90.54, p<0.01); and W1-U1 (F=6.22, p<0.01).
Post-hoc analyses of the similarity values for controls for the three key sensor pairs
against the three task comparisons revealed significant differences for 8 out of 9 instances
(Fig. 4.8). For the U-BS and BS-BA task comparisons: S-W1 and W1-W2 significantly
differed (p<0.01 respectively); and W1-UA2 significantly differed (p<0.01). For the U-BA
tasks, the similarity values among two sensor pairs differed significantly: S-W1 (p<0.01)
and W1-W2 (p<0.01). For persons post-stroke, only 3 out of 9 instances were significantly
different. For U-BS tasks: S-W1 differed (p<0.01); and W1-UA2 differed (p<0.01), whereas,
for BS-BA tasks: only S-W1 differed (p<0.01).
We examined the relationship between the use ratio (paretic/non-paretic arm) for all
three modalities and scores on the UE-FMA and AdAHA Stroke. As shown in Figure 4.9A
the use ratio was significantly predictive of scores on the UE-FMA based on the integral for
acceleration (R2=0.67, p<0.01), angular rate of change (R2=0.67, p<0.01), and orientation
(R2=0.46, p<0.01). The use ratio was also predictive of scores on the Ad-AHA Stroke
(Fig. 4.9B) based on the integral for acceleration (R2=0.60, p<0.01); angular rate of change
(R2=0.55, p<0.01) and orientation (R2=0.52, p<0.01).
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Figure 4.6: Similarity metrics for representative participants (Post-stroke – 19, 46 years
old, UE-FMA-30; and Control 5, 49 years old) for the 10 sensor-to-sensor comparisons by
task type: Unimanual (U), Bimanual Asymmetric (A), and Bimanual Symmetric (S). The
comparisons were: a) sternum to wrist 1 (S-W1), b) wrist 1 to wrist 2 (W1-W2); and c)
wrist 1 to upper arm 1 (W1-U1). Dark red color blocks indicate similarity (correlation) was
closer to 1.0; dark blue color blocks indicate similarity closer to 0.
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Figure 4.7: Mean (SEM) similarity metrics by group for each task type (unimanual ,
bimanual symmetric, and bimanual asymmetric) and the three sensor-to-sensor comparisons:
Wrist to sternum (S-W1), wrist 1 to wrist 2 (W1-W1), and wrist 1 to upper arm 1 (W1-U1).
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Figure 4.8: Significant differences from the within group, post-hoc analyses between the
three different sensor locations and three different task types for healthy controls and persons
post-stroke based on sensor comparisons. Red dots for controls and blue dots for persons
post-stroke represent significant differences at p<0.01.
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Figure 4.9: Arm Use Ratio based on the integral from wrist sensor data (paretic/nonparetic arm) for acceleration, angular rate of change, and orientation associated with A) UE
Fugl Meyer Score; and B) Ad-AHA Stroke logit score.
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4.4

Discussion

In this chapter, we sought to quantify intra- and interlimb coordination during performance of
unimanual and bimanual tasks through the use of a novel algorithm comparing performance
between individuals post-stroke and controls. The findings suggest that our sensor-based
algorithm accurately discriminated between U, BS, and BA tasks in persons post-stroke and
controls. It also differentiated performance between the two groups within tasks. Limited
differences in persons post-stroke for the key sensor-to-sensor comparisons between task type
suggests that there was greater intralimb and interlimb coupling than that of controls for
most tasks. Furthermore, the use ratio was found predictive of scores on the UE-FMA and
Ad-AHA Stroke.
Spatial and temporal coordination between the limbs is essential for bimanual task
performance. During symmetric tasks, one limb typically mimics the other with regard
to speed and movement pattern causing a mirror-like effect. Similar interlimb performance
for symmetric tasks has been reported in healthy adults during bilateral pointing and lifting
tasks [114]. In children and adults with hemiparesis, slower movement of the paretic limb
typically slows performance of the less affected limb resulting in similar movement duration
with compensatory kinematics [63, 262]. Here, we were able to detect typical performance as
well as compensatory strategies by examining the similarity score between sensors. During
symmetric tasks, such as folding a towel or donning a hat, there were much higher similarity
scores for the two wrist sensors among controls than for persons with post-stroke hemiparesis.
In persons with hemiparesis there were higher similarity scores between the more active wrist
and the sternum than for controls during tasks classified as bimanual symmetric. One likely
kinematic explanation for this result is the incorporation of both trunk and arm movement
during task performance, a strategy often used in individuals post stroke to compensate for
incomplete or weak shoulder flexion or elbow extension [245, 50].
During asymmetric tasks, the role of each limb is typically differentiated yet performance
of one limb may be affected by the constraints faced by the contralateral limb [165].
Many studies have used the drawer-opening task [113, 278] to examine asymmetric task
performance. In healthy children and adults, the act of opening the drawer with one hand and
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reaching to pick up a peg with the other occurs almost simultaneously regardless of the role
of each hand [63, 97]. Yet, in children and adults with hemiparesis, the actions between limbs
for this task are typically more sequential [63, 97] and performance differs depending on the
role of each limb. In this study, the asymmetrical tasks typically involved object stabilization
with one hand and movement of an object with the other hand. Interestingly, for these BA
tasks, the similarity scores for the three key sensor comparisons did not significantly differ
between groups. Thus, the combined metrics gathered from the motor behaviors of reaching,
holding, and moving for the bimanual asymmetric tasks were generally similar between limbs
among both groups.
Studies examining UE intra- and interlimb coordination have often used wrist-based
sensors to record kinematics during arm movement [63, 262, 113, 227]. The use of two
sensors allows for the calculation of an arm use ratio allowing the examination of changes in
arm function during recovery or over the rehabilitation process. The relationship between
the use ratio (based on the integral of sensor modalities) and the UE-FMA found in this
study is consistent with existing literature [63, 258, 59], suggesting that the tasks we used
are representative of functional tasks known to be sensitive to post-stroke impairment and
function. Unique to this study is the finding that the arm use ratio was also predictive of AdAHA Stroke logit scores. Given the sensitivity of the UE-FMA motor domain and Ad-AHA
Stroke to limb coordination, this relationship provides preliminary support for the validity
of this sensor-based metric as a method to examine intra- and interlimb coordination.

4.4.1

Limitations

The amount and type of arm use in persons with hemiparesis often varies for similar bimanual
tasks. Additionally, although results for performance based on the similarity values were
consistent within task, our study had participants perform two repetitions each of six different
tasks. Future work will incorporate a greater number of tasks, and will include longitudinal
assessment to assess responsiveness of the measures. As Figure 3 reveals, although between
group differences were statistically significant, this was not necessarily the case for each
task type among the three sensor comparisons, particularly for persons post-stroke whose
similarity values were similar among task type for each sensor comparison. Additional
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studies, with larger samples and more tasks, may reveal greater task differences. Finally,
participant behaviors in monitored (e.g., lab and clinical) settings may vary from those
performed in ambient settings. This has been shown for a variety of behaviors and in clinical
and non-clinical populations [50]. Full implementation of our algorithm to monitor changes
in intra- and interlimb coordination will require separate studies of the variability of our
features when extracted in ambient settings.

4.4.2

Implications

The use of five sensors during task performance allowed us to analyze intralimb and
interlimb coordination. This level of analysis can be advantageous when quantifying change
in coordination of the more affected limb during unimanual and bimanual tasks. Our
quantitative assessment revealed the use of compensatory mechanisms during unimanual and
bimanual task performance, such as incorporation of trunk movement during reaching and a
reduction in acceleration and movement amplitude. Thus, our algorithm-based assessment
has the potential to quantitatively assess coordination within and between limbs in persons
with hemiparesis during task performance, to allow monitoring of capability and change with
recovery or following rehabilitation. Metrics of intra- and interlimb coordination provided
here provide a quantitative measure of performance during everyday tasks, which may be of
value in future clinical trials.
In Chapter 3, we revealed that compensation is often described in the context of a
task being perform. The novel algorithm we developed in this chapter was capable of
quantifying interlimb coordination during performance of unimanual and bimanual tasks.
We also validated our findings by showing that sensor derived data correlates with common
clinical measures. Having shown that features derived from IMU data are sensitive to task
type, in the following chapters, we will explore this data to begin autonomously classifying
tasks using machine learning methods. Autonomously classifying tasks is key to recognizing
and reversing compensation in real-time in the ambient setting.
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Chapter 5
Comparison of Machine Learning
Approaches for Classifying Upper
Extremity Tasks in Individuals
Post-Stroke
5.1

Introduction

Machine learning is broadly defined as “computational methods using experience to improve
performance or to make accurate predictions [182].” Machine learning applications are
particularly useful in the field of medicine where, because of the complexity, it can be difficult
to “capture the relevant information in rules [220]” since machine learning models learn from
examples instead of being programmed with rules [207]. Machine learning applications can
be applied to every step of the medical process from prognosis [24], to diagnosis [186], to
treatment [70, 219, 81], and they can be used to improve clinician availability [45, 79, 233]
and workflow [134].
In recent years, machine learning methods have been applied specifically to stroke in:
detection [266, 159], diagnosis [209], treatment [154], outcome prediction [31, 90], and
prognosis evaluation [141, 9, 10]. In a review of artificial intelligence (AI) in healthcare,
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Jiang et al. [154] state that AI will help with answering more complicated and authentic
clinical questions which will lead to better decision making in stroke management, and [105]
indicate that researchers have already begun to make promising strides in this direction [295].
There are seven common types of machine learning methods, but in this analysis, we
are focused on three that are commonly used in biomedical and post-stroke applications:
supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning [182]. For supervised learning, an
algorithm is trained using labelled datasets to classify data or predict outcomes. As the
model receives data, its weights are iteratively adjusted in a cross validation process until
the model fits the data [26]. Supervised learning is often used in classification, regression and
ranking. Some common examples of supervised learning methods are decision trees, random
forests, k-nearest neighbors (KNN), and logistic regression. Unsupervised learning requires
only input feature values and the algorithm discovers hidden structure in the training data
based on the given features [26]. Unsupervised learning is often used in clustering and
dimensionality reduction, and some common examples of unsupervised learning include kmeans and hierarchical clustering. Finally, reinforcement learning is training a machine
learning model (or agent) to learn from its own experiences using trial and error [228, 68].
This is different than supervised machine learning, where feedback consists of the “correct”
set of actions to perform or complete a task, in that reinforcement learning uses “rewards”
and “punishments” for positive and negative behavior respectively. Unlike unsupervised
learning, where the goal is to find similarities between data points, the goal of reinforcement
learning is to maximize the reward of the agent. An example of reinforcement learning
is a Markov decision processes. While other machine learning methods are available, the
three described are usually sufficient to cover most common healthcare applications (such as
description, prediction, and casual inference) [106, 68].
In Chapter 3, we discussed how compensation is defined in the context of both a segment
used and a task being performed when compensation is identified. We also demonstrated,
in Chapter 4, that there is a significant difference between post-stroke and control groups
as well as between task types using features derived from body worn inertial measurement
units (IMUs). In this chapter, we will use the features and practices from Chapter 4, as
well as other selected features, to explore several machine learning methods used for task
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classification for people post-stroke and age-matched controls. Several supervised machine
learning methods will be used to attempt to classify different windows and features derived
from the data. While unsupervised learning was used to cluster the data and perform
dimensionality reduction for other learning methods, it was not included in the final analysis.
We used unsupervised learning and other methods to investigate underlying trend in the data
that the extracted features were not sensitive to, but the methods evaluated did not increase
classification accuracy beyond supervised learning. This could be because of the varied
nature of the human subjects data collected, or it could be that the data are heavily weighted
toward certain tasks and the unbalanced nature of the data makes accurate classification
difficult.

5.2
5.2.1

Data Collection and Processing
Participants

Twenty persons post-stroke and twenty age-matched controls were recruited from a
convenience sample.

The study population consist of the participants mentioned in

Chapter 4. Participants were recruited according to the rules of the relevant Institutional
Review Boards of Chapman University, Columbia University Medical Center, and Teachers
College, Columbia University. Inclusion criteria for participants post-stroke were hemiparetic
stroke causing weakness primarily on one side of the body, and in the chronic stage of recovery
(>6 months post-insult).

5.2.2

Design

Participants were asked to perform a series of tasks which belonged to one of five categories.
These categories included: UL, unimanual tasks performed with the dominant (control)
or less-affected (post-stroke) hand (e.g., reaching for a bottle or spoon); UM, unimanual
tasks performed with the non-dominant or more-affected hand; BAL, bimanual asymmetric
tasks actively performed with the dominant or less-affected hand (e.g., opening a bottle or
stirring with a spoon in a bowl held by the contralateral hand); BAM, bimanual asymmetric
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tasks actively performed with the non-dominant or more-affected limb; and BS, bimanual
symmetric tasks where both limbs contribute equally in active mirrored movements (e.g.,
folding a towel or donning a hat). For a full list of tasks, see [178].

5.2.3

Procedure

Prior to task performance, participants were outfitted with five APDM Opal inertial
measurement units (IMUs) which measured triaxial acceleration, angular rate of change,
and magnetic field strength at 128 Hz [5, 275]. These sensors were secured via straps or a
harness to the left and right wrists, the left and right upper arms (just above the elbow), and
the sternum. Participants were filmed during task performance to determine start and stop
times for each task. Start and stop times were then extracted using video editing software.
Sensor data were recorded and saved onto a single compressed HDF5 file for each
participant, which was then extracted in MATLAB and transferred to a structure for analysis.
Initially, all data were smoothed using a band-pass Butterworth filter with a frequency
band of 0.5 to 2.0Hz. These frequency cutoffs were selected as they are appropriate for
signal power of volitional movement typical of ADLs [188]. Data were then detrended to
remove any unwanted effects from gravity, drift, or obtrusive magnetic fields. Following data
pre–processing, individual tasks were segmented using the video-based start and stop times.
This procedure resulted in a data set consisting of twelve total tasks (2 UL, 2 UM, 2 BAL, 2
BAM, 4 BS), 40 participants, and 45 signals (five sensors, three modalities, and three axes).

5.3

Supervised Learning

During supervised learning, a model is trained using labelled datasets, which can can consist
of raw data or derived features, to classify data. When using continuous time series data, it
is common to extract representative features from sections, or windows, of data to increase
computational efficiency [116]. In this section, we will perform feature extraction on windows
of data to create the datasets for supervised learning. To decrease computational load and
time, feature selection will be performed to remove any correlated or overlapping features.
Window size, features selected, and number of features will be iterated, and the resulting
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datasets will be evaluated using a variety supervised learning methods to classify the data.
Results of this analysis will be shown in Section 5.3.2 below.

5.3.1

Methods

Comprehensive Feature Extraction
The set of features extracted from the data set were selected based on [116] and [69] as they
indicate features which are derived from time-series data collected by body-worn IMUs and
useful for classifying human motion. Our feature set included: mean, median, variance,
standard deviation, minimum, maximum, range, root-mean-square, correlation, crosscorrelation, tilt angle, zero-crossings, signal magnitude area (or average), signal magnitude
vector, wavelet transform (sum of coefficients).

In addition, Fourier transform (AC

component), Fourier transform (DC component), Fourier transform (dominant frequency),
spectral energy, spectral entropy, Euclidean distance, and dynamic time warping were
included. As mentioned, having too many features can increase computation load and time
required. Using too many features can also result in having features which are correlated
and can lead to over-fitting [276, 274]. Given the number of features and the data set size,
we then employed a feature selection approach.
Feature Selection
Selection was done using the Weka package, a suite of machine learning tools [83]. Weka
provided a number of different algorithms for feature selection (or attribute evaluators),
which could employ any of three different search methods to determine features most useful
in classification or regression. We chose attribute evaluators which employed the Ranker
search methods, which ranked attributes by their individual evaluations. These attribute
evaluators included: 1) Classifier Attribute Evaluator which “evaluated the worth of an
attribute by using a user-specified classifier” (default being ZeroR classifier), 2) ReliefF
Attribute Evaluator which “evaluated the worth of an attribute by repeatedly sampling an
instance and considering the value of the given attribute for the nearest instance of the same
and different class,” 3) Info Gain Attribute Evaluator which “evaluated the worth of an
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attribute by measuring the information gain with respect to the class,” and finally 4) Gain
Ratio Attribute Evaluator which “evaluated the worth of an attribute by measuring the gain
ratio with respect to the class.” The four methods for attribute evaluation provided results
that varied slightly from each other, so a conglomerate of the four methods was created
to provide one comprehensive, ranked list of all extracted features. ASCII-based data files
in the attribute-relation file format (.arff) were created using the top 10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, and 660 (the maximum number) features from the ranked list,
where each column represented an individual feature and each row represented an individual
participant and task.
Classification
Using the various feature sets, the next step was to evaluate classifier performance. Features
were separated such that the two tasks (or four in the case of the bimanual symmetric
tasks) and 20 participants were treated as repeated measures (the two groups were analyzed
separately). This meant that, for four of the five task types, there were a select number
of features repeated forty times and for the fifth task type, bimanual symmetric, the select
features were repeated eighty times. Each data file was pre-processed in Weka and evaluated
using 9 different classifiers with a random, 10-fold cross-validation. Cross-validation was used
to determine if the test criteria can be generalized across samples [202]. These classifiers,
chosen based on [29], were: Naı̈ve Bayes, SMO, IBk, KStar, Multiclass Classifier, Bagging,
Decision Tree, J48 and Random Forest. Tuning classifiers is a separate research domain and
therefore, not discussed in this paper.
Static Data Windows
When processing continuous data, the segment of data selected for analysis, or window of
data, has relevance for computational cost and processing speed (see [29]). The size of
these windows affects the classification performance [184]. For our data, we chose a variety
of windows to span each gesture. This approach resulted in the generation of more data
and increased sample size. From an application perspective, real-time analyses (the eventual
utility of the proposed approach) must analyze and characterize continuous data. These data
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do not have clear start and stop times, so any classifier must either automatically detect start
and stop times or classify a task type based on a static window length, regardless of the true
amount of time required to complete the task. Ultimately, we divided the data into 1 and
2 second windows for analysis. These window lengths were chosen because the shortest
full gesture for both post-stroke and control participants was approximately one second and
because shorter window lengths would be too computationally expensive to attempt based
on the number of features and repeated measures. Once the data were windowed, they were
randomly divided (in Weka) using a 10-fold cross-validation strategy to test the classifiers.
One potential problem with this approach stemmed from the random separation of
participant data. For example, a task that took four seconds to complete might have been
broken into two two-second windows, and one window might have been used to train the
model while the other window used to test the model. Thus, the generation of a participantspecific model may have possibly presented satisfactory results for participants on which the
model was trained, but not for others.
Hand-Picked Feature Extraction
The extracted features discussed so far were derived from [83]. While all these features can be
useful in classifying human movement, a much smaller list of metrics are commonly used in
ADL classification. To evaluate classifier performance and compare it to the approach used
in [29], we separately hand-picked 8 features from each sensor, axis, and modality: Root Mean
Square (RMS), Mean, Signal Magnitude Area (SMA), Signal Vector Magnitude (SVM),
Energy, Entropy, FFTPeak, and Standard Deviation (STD). Using these eight features, we
ran the attribute selection again, this time having divided into data sets with the top 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 150, and 210 features (210 being the maximum after features from each
sensor, axis, and modality were extracted). We then reran the nine different classification
methods having used a random 10-fold cross-validation strategy for both groups to determine
classifier performance for the hand-picked features.
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Overlapping Data Windows
In addition to data windowing, we also included data over-lap, also known as a window
shift. Overlapping windows was a successful approach to increase the number of correctly
classified instances in gesture recognition and classification [29]. We investigated windows
with overlaps of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90%. Due to the increased number of windows, analyses
were performed on data sets with 50 or fewer features. Again, data were separated using
random, 10-fold cross-validation.
To evaluate participant-independent models, we then separated the data by participant
and tested the process by randomly removing two of the twenty participants and training
on the remaining eighteen. The two that were left out were then used to test the model to
determine the accuracy based on correctly classified instances. This process was repeated
ten times to achieve a 10-fold cross-validation.

5.3.2

Results

Selected Features
Our first objective was to determine whether all 660 features extracted from the data were
necessary for accurate classification. The number of features used to build each classifier
was incrementally increased as described above, and we selected the appropriate number of
features from the top of the ranked list that was generated using Weka’s attribute ranker.
The selected features were then used to test each classifier, and we performed a 10-fold cross
validation to evaluate the number of correctly classified instances. The results of this cross
validation for participants post-stroke and controls are shown in Figure 5.1.
For persons post-stroke, the peak correctly classified instances (59.17%) resulted when the
classifier was built using the top 200 selected features. For the control group, the maximum
correctly classified instances (79.17%) came from the Random Forest classifier while the top
40 features were used to build the classifier. The number of correctly classified instances
(CCIs) trended toward a peak value after the number of features used to build the classifier
reached 50 or 100, and then the number of CCIs trended to plateau as the number of features
used increased past that peak.
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Figure 5.1: Correctly Classified Instances versus Number of Features Selected for Control
(A) and Post-Stroke (B) Populations. The results are shown for the nine classifiers used, as
well as an average of all nine classifiers.
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Windowing Data
The effects of windowing are depicted in Figure 5.2. For the post-stroke group, there was little
change in the number of correctly classified instances, regardless of the change of window
size. For the control group, the number of CCIs decreased significantly as the window size
decreased to two seconds, then increased slightly when the window size increased to one
second. The trend for the number of CCIs plateauing as the number of features selected
increases persisted, even as the window size changed.
Limited Feature Selection
The effect of using the hand-picked features when compared to using the comprehensive
feature set is depicted in Figure 5.3. It shows the number of correctly classified instances
when models are built using the top 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 features of the full feature set
compared to the limited feature set. These features were drawn from 2 second windows. For
both groups, the change in the number of correctly classified instances was not statistically
significant.
Overlap of Windowed Data
Figure (Fig. 5.4) shows the number of correctly classified instances compared to the overlap
of the two second windows that were used to segment the data. The models were built using
the top 50 features selected from the hand-picked features. The percent overlaps tested were
0, 25, 50, 75, and 90. As the percent overlap increased, the number of correctly classified
instances increased for a majority of the classifiers in both groups. For the persons poststroke, at 90 percent overlap, the IBk classifier achieved 95.6% CCI and the Random Forest
achieved 94.4% CCI. For controls, the IBk classifier achieved 91.4% and the Random Forest
achieved 89.9% CCI.
User-Independent Model
The final analysis was to determine how many of the CCIs were influenced by oversampling
in user-dependent models. Weka used a random 10-fold cross-validation, so with a 90%
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Figure 5.2: Correctly Classified Instances versus Number of Features Selected for Control
(A) and Post-Stroke (B) Populations. The average of the nine classifiers is shown for one
and two second windows, as well as the full task length.
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Figure 5.3: Correctly classified instances when hand-picked features were selected (A)
compared to selecting features from the full extraction process (B). The nine classifiers and
their averages are shown for both Post-Stroke and Control groups for each feature selection
process.
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Figure 5.4: Correctly classified instances as percent overlap of the two second window
increased for Control (A) and Post-Stroke (B) groups.
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overlap, it was likely that the model was being trained on data that was similar to the data
that was being used to test the model. The results are shown in Figure 5.5. For participants
post-stroke, at 90 percent overlap, the IBk classifier decreased from 95.6% CCIs to 31.5%
CCIs and the Random Forest decreased from 94.4% CCIs to 38.3% CCIs. For controls, IBk
classifier decreased from 91.4% to 55.4% and the Random Forest decreased from 89.9% CCIs
to 61.8% CCIs.
Discussion
Our goal was to investigate the application of machine learning methods to minimally
intrusive sensor data in order to classify categories of ADLs. Given the between subject
variability within task types and the limited sample size, it is reasonable to expect that
there would be difficulty in generating a generalized model that is capable of differentiating
between the five task types for any participant. However, we demonstrated that, given
training data from a participant, a user dependent model can be generated which produces
satisfactory results.
With respect to feature extraction, our results demonstrated that classification accuracy
increases with the number of features up to a point. After reaching 50 selected features,
the classification accuracy plateaus. Although classification accuracy only reached approximately 80% for controls and 60% for participants post-stroke, these results indicate that
future models do not need a large number of features to achieve peak accuracy. This is of
particular importance for real time application as the fewer features extracted and used, the
less processing and computational load required.
In examining the potential of classifying tasks using data extracted from a static window
of data in real time, we found a significant decrease in classification accuracy when compared
to extracting features from the full task window. This indicates that over the course of a
task performance, there are features not captured or recognizable in a windowed segment of
the data, or at least are not sufficiently distinct, given the variability between participants,
for the models to be capable of distinguishing between tasks. This suggests a need for an
automated process for determining the beginning and end of task performance, so a task in
full can be extracted and features from an entire task can be analyzed in real time.
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Figure 5.5: Correctly classified instances for persons Post-Stroke and Controls when the
training data was randomly divided and when the data was separated manually, leaving two
participants out to test the model and train the remaining participants.
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While many features may be useful in human movement and activity recognition, our
results suggest a subset may be sufficient to achieve the demonstrated classification accuracy.
Choosing a selected number of features from the data set that were previously shown to be
useful, did not significantly decrease classification accuracy. This suggests that, although
there will likely be instances in which certain features are useful for a specific type of human
activity monitoring, there are a subset of features which are more useful for general ADL
classification.
Finally, when using overlapping two second windows to both generate and test the models,
we demonstrated that it is possible to achieve high classification accuracy for both persons
post-stroke and controls. Being aware that, with any level of overlap, a random 10-fold
cross-validation is likely to train a model with data that is similar, if not identical, to the
data that will be used to test the model, we also tested a non-random hand-selected 10-fold
cross-validation. As expected, the classification accuracy decreased significantly for these
user-independent models. However, given the ultimate application of this technique for realtime monitoring, it is not unreasonable to assume that a user-dependent model could be
generated before real time monitoring begins. Given access to a participant’s data (e.g.,
a calibration period, as used with current wearable technologies), it is possible to achieve
classification accuracy over 90% from overlapping static two-second windows, suggesting the
use of user-dependent models.
Although there is still work to be done to create a generalized model that can
correctly classify task performance in post-stroke and control populations, this paper lays
a groundwork for pursuing that goal. A number of variables and techniques that must
be considered when developing a classifier are evaluated, and the variables and techniques
necessary to achieve peak performance are ascertained. Our hope is that the efforts of this
paper will be a progress point for the work being done to classify human motion using
machine learning applications.
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5.4
5.4.1

Data Exploration
Methods

As mentioned in Section 5.1, in addition to the supervised learning described in
Section 5.3.1, several other learning methods and statistical models were used to evaluate
or classify the time-series data that we had collected from our control and post-stroke
participants. However, the results of all previous analyses never reached a level of accuracy
sufficient for implementation in real time application.

In order to determine why the

classification accuracy of the five tasks remained low despite using many methods which
had proven useful in other time series classification attempts previously, an exploration of
the data was performed. First, participant data collected from the post-stroke participants
had all been grouped together to this point, but the participants had a varied array of
Fugl-Meyer (FM) scores indicating a large difference in the levels of impairment between the
participants. Secondly, the analysis had also grouped left and right hand affected post-stroke
participants. While the wrist and upper sensors of the affected limb were always labeled “
Wrist 1” and “Upper 1” and the tasks were always separated so that tasks performed with
the more affected limb were sorted from tasks performed with the less affected limb, the
mirroring of the values could have an effect on the validity of the classifier. Finally, after
grouping the data to determine whether those factors were affecting the outcome of the
analysis, the raw data were analyzed to observe the underlying themes in each group and/or
task type that were being missed in the previous approaches.
Fugl-Meyer Analysis
The Upper Extremity Fugl-Meyer (UEFM) was used to establish motor impairment based
on a maximum score of 66 with a higher score indicating better motor function [75, 144, 194].
It is possible that a portion of the inability to accurately classify the data was because of
the widely varied levels of impairment and function that are possible following the onset
of stroke. A person post-stroke with a FM score of >= 60 might, when performing tasks
meant to simulate activities of daily living (ADLs), generate IMU data more similar to a
control participant than to a person post-stroke with a FM score of <= 10. Given that the
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Fugl-Meyer is an assessment of impairment, it is possible that separating the participant
data by their FM scores could increase the accuracy of classification.
For the analysis, the Fugl-Meyer score for each participant was plotted versus the
participant labels (1-20 in the order the data was collected). From the figure (Figure 5.6),
the outliers (empirically determined by FM score) were removed, leaving 17 participants in
the “middle band.” The middle band was then separated into upper (10 participants with
FM scores >= 30) and lower (7 participants with FM scores < 30) portions to include the
possibility of evaluating the more impaired individuals separately from the less impaired
individuals.
Hemiparetic Stroke and Handedness
Following stroke, a number of individuals will demonstrate hemiparesis, or weakness of one
side of an individual’s body resulting in a more affected (paretic) limb and a less affected
(non-paretic) limb [131]. Obviously, performance of tasks primarily involving the more
affected limb will look significantly different that performance of tasks primarily involving
the less affected limb. To account for these differences, the two tasks during which one hand
was primarily active (unimanual and bimanual asymmetric tasks) were divided according
to whether the more affected (or non-dominant) limb was active or the less affected (or
dominant) limb was active. This means that for some participants, tasks classified as ”Task
1” (or unimanual tasks with the dominant or less affected limb) were performed with the
right hand and for others these tasks were performed with the left.
While the general amplitude and shape of these tasks as they are being performed should
be similar between participants with different dominant and affected limbs, there is the
possibility that the mirroring of IMU data was causing issues when it came to classifying
the data. For each participant, it is known which limb is more dominant (controls) or
more affected (post-stroke). Thus, the data were subdivided in this way to account for the
differences that might occur based on the differences in limb function.
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Figure 5.6: The Fugl-Meyer, which can be scored from 0 (worst performance) to 66 (best
performance), is plotted versus the participant labels in the order the data was collected.
The blue band represents the participants which are not outliers, the green band represents
the lower portion of those participants which are not outliers, and the orange band represents
the upper portion.
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5.4.2

Results

All data were separated into two second windows with a 25% overlap and were tested in a
Random Forest Classifier. The results of the analysis on the data after it had been separated
into these different groups by Fugl-Meyer score is shown in Table 5.1.
The results of separating the participants by handedness are shown in Table 5.2. The
handedness of the participants was accounted for in a few different ways: 1) by adding a single
feature which represented whether the participant was left or right limb affected/dominant
(Binary L/R); 2) by doubling the number of tasks, so that tasks performed by left
hand affected/dominant participants were labelled separately from tasks performed by right
hand affected/dominant people (Distinct L/R); 3) and finally by performing individual
classification on participant groups based on hand affectedness/dominance (Only L/Only
R). All analysis was initially performed on post-stroke participants as the difference in
affected hand are more distinct than dominance, and when poor results were shown, only
Binary L/R analysis was done for control participants to decrease computational time and
efforts.
Finally, the results of the exploration of the raw data are shown in Figure 5.7. In the
top row, we can see that participants post-stroke did engage the trunk more than control
participants for all task types. In the second row, during bimanual symmetric tasks, both
post-stroke and control participants demonstrate little use of the non-dominant or more
affected wrists during bimanual symmetric tasks, but during unimanual and asymmetric
tasks control participants engage the non-dominant limb more than post-stroke participants.
From the third row, it is apparent that during all task performances, control participants
engage the dominant/less affected limb more than post-stroke participants. The pattern
from rows two and three repeats itself in rows four and five for the respective upper limbs.
However, even given the distinctions that can be made from the chart, no statistically
significant differences emerge in this raw data between the groups or tasks. This is because
the between participant variability is high enough to hide the between task or between group
differences.
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Table 5.1: Average correctly classified instances when using only participants with certain
FM scores and excluding those scores which were outliers: top 10 refers to the 10 participants
whose FM scores were above 30, bottom 7 refers to the 7 participants whose scores were below
30, and middle 17 refers to a combination of the two aforementioned groups.
Data Used
All
Upper Band 10
Lower Band 7
Middle Band
17

Average Classification Accuracy
52.3%
53.9%
48.7%
52.9%
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Table 5.2: Correctly classified instances post-stroke and control data when separated by
handedness.
Data Used
All
Binary L/R
Distinct L/R
Only L
Only R

Accuracy (%)
Post-Stroke Control
42.6
43.8
64.7
40.7
42.1
39.3
-
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Figure 5.7: Exploration of the raw data. Data is shown in a histogram which demonstrates
the normalized Area Under the Curve (AUC) for a given segment and task. The left column
shows control participants and the right post-stroke; the rows represent the sternum, nondominant/more affected wrist, the dominant/less affected wrist, non-dominant/more affected
upper, and the dominant/less affected upper respectively. The color of the bars demonstrate
the task being performed: blue for unimanual, red for bimanual asymmetric, and yellow for
bimanual symmetric.
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In Section 5.3.1, several features were extracted from the data to prevent between participant variability from hiding differences between participant groups or task performance
when looking at a given extracted feature. The expectation is that extracting multiple
features would better help to differentiate between the tasks and groups. However, when we
began to explore the original data by extracting features and looking for systemic differences
between groups and tasks, we found that for each feature, between participant variability
was hiding any systemic differences. This between participant variability causes our data to
present as chaotic.
The study of chaotic systems dates back to the late 19th century and covers topics such
as the weather, stock market, and brain activity [147]. A chaotic systems is defined as having
aperiodic long-termed behavior that exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions [33].
While it is possible to record time series data of one or a few dynamical variables of a system,
the equations that govern the system are unknown, and often unknowable, until deeper data
analysis approaches are employed [147]. Human motion is often analyzed using nonlinear
or chaotic systems [23, 201, 236] because the disparate ways that different humans originate
motion can lead to highly varied data. From this point on, when we refer to the data we
collected as chaotic, we are referring to the between participant variability that occurs as a
result of various factors including origins of movements or submovements.

5.5

Discussion

In this chapter, we discussed how many different machine learning methods were applied
to the data in an attempt to classify between the post-stroke and control groups as well
as between the unimanual, bimanual symmetric and bimanual asymmetric task types. The
importance of distinguishing between tasks types is discussed in Section 3.5 where analysis
of the literature demonstrated that compensation is almost always defined in the context of
a segment and task being performed when compensation is measured.
To begin classifying task types between groups, first supervised learning methods were
applied. These methods are commonly used for classification, so a number of machine
learning classifiers, features, window sizes, and percent overlaps were analyzed to determine
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the effectiveness of these techniques for classifying time-series, human-motion data. From
this analysis, we learned that it is possible to create a classification model that can accurately
classify data from a participant given that data from that participant is used to train the
model. However, in exploring the generation of a more generalized model, the results were
not as promising. We did learn that decreasing the number of features to a few specialized
features decreased computational time but did not significantly decrease the results of the
classifier. We also learned that because of the speed with which some tasks are performed,
both in the lab and ambient setting, that changing the window size between one second, two
seconds, and full time required to complete the task did not significantly affect the outcome.
These results are promising as both decreased computational load and fixed window sizes
are important features for real-time analysis of time series data.
We attempted several other classification techniques, but we never achieved an acceptable
level of classification accuracy. To determine why our accuracy remained low, we began
an exploration of the raw data. This exploration showed that the between participant
variability was high enough to hide any between group and between task variability in
the data. This variability was primarily demonstrated in the representative features that
were extracted from the raw data, which was done to decrease computational load. For the
majority of the analysis, derived features were used as inputs for the models, and even in
the instances where the raw data were clustered, the input for the learning models were still
the outputs of the clustering that was performed. Through this analysis, we learned that
adding more features does not continue to improve accuracy, and that static windows can
be used to accurately classify gestures. To implement this, in the next chapter, we explore
a methodology which addresses the problem of oversampling by synthetically augmenting
underrepresented datasets and removing overlapping (or correlated) data points. We then
use the raw data [38] and a minimal number of features in some neural networks, which are
capable of quickly classifying data in real time.
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Chapter 6
Classifying Unimanual and Bimanual
Upper Extremity Tasks in Individuals
Post-Stroke
6.1

Introduction

As previously mention, stroke is the leading cause of serious long-term disability in
the US [267]. To maintain function and independence following stroke, a survivor will
often employ compensatory strategies [137, 265, 174] which can have negative long-term
effects [241, 177].

These behaviors typically develop in the ambient setting [177], so

it has become necessary for clinicians to be able to remotely monitor patients poststroke [257, 243, 199].
In Chapter 3, we determined that it is necessary to identify a task being performed
before compensation can be quantified [180].

In Chapter 4, this phenomenon was

investigated using a selected set of upper extremity (UE) tasks. Chapter 4 demonstrated
that wearable sensor data are sensitive to differences in task types as well as the differences
in task performance by post-stroke and control groups. Chapter 5 also showed that a select
set of features extracted from overlapping data windows can be used to train a supervised
machine learning model to distinguish between task types. However, given the complexity
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and variability of UE motion, achieving high accuracy required classification techniques
trained and evaluated on the same datasets (i.e., user–dependent models). The goal of the
current work is to determine if other machine learning approaches are capable of creating a
generalized, universally applicable (i.e., user–independent) model capable of distinguishing
between task types for post-stroke and control individuals using windowed motion data.
Machine learning methods have been used in many applications for people post-stroke.
Health outcomes [89], therapy stage [181], and Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) scores [250]
have been predicted using supervised machine learning techniques (random forest, linear
regression, and Support Vectors Machines (SVM)) and deep neural networks. Hand gestures
have been classified using supervised techniques such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
SVM, and k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [107, 140], and gait and walking conditions have been
characterized by SVM and neural networks [109, 132]. To date, machine learning methods
have not been extensively used to classify upper extremity (UE) gestures. This is likely
because time series data that present with seasonal cycles combined with linear trends or
other randomness, such as UE motion data, often appear chaotic and can be difficult to
classify using a time series model. However, the echo state neural network (ESNN) is a
recurrent neural network that uses a loosely connected hidden layer (known as a reservoir)
and works well with chaotic data [193, 271].
Other data processing techniques, such as LDA [152, 151], quadratic discriminant
analysis (QDA) [229], Naive Bayes (Gaussian and Kernel Density) [30, 286], decision
trees [249], canopy clustering [172, 142], centroid clustering [223], and principal component
analysis [101, 171, 95] have been used in conjunction with neural networks to improve results
of classification or analysis. Some clustering and dimensionality reduction techniques have
been shown to improve the accuracy of neural network classifiers [191]. To investigate the
utility of this approach with UE data we use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) artificial
neural network (ANN) to establish baseline accuracy. We then investigate the performance
of neural network–based task classification, relative to the previously employed machine
learning methods. After establishing a baseline, we evaluated a preprocessing technique
to examine its effects on the classifier accuracy. However, because this technique was not
included in the final analysis, we moved the discussion of this technique to Appendix B
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to improve the narrative flow of this document. We then test an ESNN to evaluate model
accuracy given complex, highly variable, windowed time-series data from post-stroke and
control groups performing UE tasks.

6.2
6.2.1

Methods
Design

Individuals post stroke and healthy-age matched controls were recruited from two clinical
sites: Columbia University Irving Medical Center/Teachers College, Columbia University
and Chapman University. In this cross-sectional study, participants attended a single session
where they were asked to perform a series of tasks, while both seated and standing, that are
representative of the types of tasks that an individual would be performing in an ambient
setting. These tasks are described in Section 5.2.2 and consisted of: UL, UM, BAL, BAM,
and BS tasks. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Columbia
University Irving Medical Center, Teachers College, Columbia University and Chapman
University. All participants provided written informed consent.

6.2.2

Procedure

Participants wore five APDM Opal inertial measurement units (IMUs) on the sternum, both
wrists, and both upper arms during task performance. Each sensor recorded three sensor
modalities (accelerometer, angular rate of change, and magnetic field strength) on three axes
(x, y, and z) at 128 Hz (www.apdm.com). Participants were also filmed to obtain groundtruth task performance times. These data were filtered using a Butterworth bandpass filter
with cutoff frequencies of 0.1 Hz–2 Hz (this filter was determined to be appropriate for signal
power of volitional movement common to activities of daily living, (ADLs) [188]). Finally,
data were detrended to remove effects of drift. Following task completion, video data were
reviewed by a clinician who manually determined start and stop times for each task resulting
in a dataset consisting of twelve tasks (2 UL, 2 UM, 2 BAL, 2 BAM, 4 BS), 40 participants
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(20 post-stroke and 20 control), and 45 signals (5 sensors×3 modalities×3 axes). Each task
was then divided into two second windows, with 50% overlap.

6.2.3

Feature Extraction

For each window, data were downsampled to a sampling rate of 64 Hz (from 128 Hz) to
increase computational speed. We then extracted various features useful for differentiating
and classifying human motion [29] (described in Section 5.3.1: Hand-Picked Feature
Extraction) including: area under the curve (AUC); root mean square (RMS); signal
magnitude area (SMA); signal vector magnitude (SMV); energy; entropy; fast Fourier
transform peak (FFTP); mean; and standard deviation (SD). Each two second window
resulted in a matrix of 45 values (5 locations × 3 modalities × 3 axes) by 128 (two seconds
× 64 Hz).
Beginning with the second data point (2/64th seconds into the window), features were
extracted from subvectors of the raw data that increased in size until the final extracted
feature was derived using raw data from the entire window. For features such as mean,
methods like this are already commonly employed (e.g. cumulative moving average [1]).
However, in our case, each new feature is extracted from the previous subvector of raw data
appended by the latest datum point. For the first instance of data in the window (1/64th of
a second into the window) there are insufficient data points to create a vector from which
features can be extracted. To counteract this and ensure that feature vectors have the same
length as the raw data, a new data point was approximated from the raw data. The new
data point is assumed to happen at time t0 = 0s and the data point itself is approximated
by the formula below where d1 and d2 are the data points that are found at time t1 = 1/64th
(s) and t2 = 2/64th (s) respectively:
d0 = d1 − [d2 − d1 ] = 2 × d1 − d2
This formula assumes equal spacing between data points and allows for the generation of a
feature vector of the same length as raw data. Table 6.1 illustrates how values are generated
for one feature using this method. This approach was used to ensure that all features were
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Table 6.1: Data synthesis approach
n
Feature
Time
Data

1
f1
[t0 , t1 ]
[d0 , d1 ]

2
f2
[t1 , t2 ]
[d1 , d2 ]
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...
...
...
...

128
f128
[t1 , t2 , ..., t128 ]
[d1 , d2 , ..., d128 ]

appropriately formatted as inputs for MLP and ESNN models (creating an input matrix
where each row has the same number of columns).

6.2.4

Data Preprocessing and Shaping

Whether establishing a baseline with the multi-layer perceptron or using the echo state neural
network, the data need to be normalized and shaped to fit the classifier. Each feature was
standardized (subtracting the appropriate means and dividing by standard deviation for each
modality) to account for relative differences in magnitude. Because the windowing technique
was used to generate input data, tasks that took longer to perform (e.g., folding a towel)
were overrepresented while other tasks (e.g., reaching for a spoon) were underrepresented.
To account for this, participants were randomly combined in groups and their data were
balanced using the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [39] combined
with Edited Nearest Neighbors (ENN) [25]. Both techniques are used to synthetically balance
unbalanced datasets. They also removed data points at the overlap between classes, resulting
in better accuracy and reduced computational costs. Sixty percent of the data from each
participant were randomly selected to train the classifier and the other forty percent were
held for validation and testing.
Finally data were reshaped into a three-dimensional matrix where each row corresponds
to a single feature for a single sensor, each column represents a time step, and each layer
represents a modality. Input data were of dimension 15N (where N is the number of included
features) by 128 (2 second window by 64 Hz sampling frequency) by 3 modalities.

6.2.5

Model Structure

Data were classified using two different neural networks; a simple MLP and an ESNN. The
MLP was chosen because of its relatively low computational cost and its frequent use for
nonlinear time series prediction [155, 16, 242, 103]. Our selected MLP has an input layer, a
hidden layer consisting of a flattened layer and 5 dense layers (4 with the rectified linear unit
activation and a final dense layer with a number of nodes corresponding to the number of task
types (5) with a SoftMax activation), and an output layer. The number of dense layers in
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the hidden layer and the number of neurons per dense layer were empirically determined by
systematically iterating numbers of layers and neurons. The MLP was then compiled using
the Adam optimizer which is computationally efficient and works for classification problems
with large amounts of data [118]. The loss function used was categorical cross-entropy
which computes the cross-entropy loss between the labels and predictions. The model was
then fit to the training set and classification performance was improved by minimizing the
cross-validation error over several iterations.
The hyper-parameters of the ESNN were also empirically determined to maximize
classification accuracy. Using a local, random search, the selected hyper-parameter values
were similar to those utilized in [234] (Table 6.2).

6.3

Results

To obtain baseline model performance, the MLP was first evaluated using preprocessed
raw data only (RAW). We then used a literature-based approach to adding model features,
assessing a model using preprocessed raw data and the extracted area under the curve
features (RAW+AUC). Next, a third feature was added (RAW+AUC+f3 ). The third feature
was one of the list from Section 6.2.3. The features for which highest accuracy was achieved
(RMS, SMA, SVM, FFTP) were then used in combination with RAW+AUC data, as well
as each other, to evaluate the model for both post-stroke and control participants. Only
the highest performing features were used to increase computational efficiency and decrease
time spent on analysis. Finally, a fourth feature was added (RAW+AUC+f3 +f4 ). No
additional features were added to the input dataset because doing so increases the chance of
correlated features, which can lead to model over-fitting and decreased validation and testing
accuracy [276, 274]. Results are depicted in Figure 6.1.
We used the Mann-Whitney U test to determine if adding the fourth feature improved
accuracy (when compared to RAW+AUC+f3 ). For control participants, continuing to add
features after RAW+AUC did not increase model accuracy and as the number of features
increased from three to four, testing accuracy significantly decreased (accuracy p = 0.071;
validation accuracy p = 0.439; testing accuracy p <= 0.003). The highest testing accuracy
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Table 6.2: MLP Hyper-parameters
Hyper-parameters of the Reservoir
Size of the Reservoir
495
Largest Eigenvalue of the Reservoir
0.53
Leakage in the Reservoir State Update
0.66
% of Nonzero Connections in the Reservoir 25
Scaling of the Input Weights
0.0878
Noise in the Reservoir State Update
0.01
Transient States to be Dropped
5
If True, Use Bidirectional Reservoir
False
Use Reservoir with Circle Topology
False
Dimensionality Reduction Hyper-parameters
Dimensionality Reduction Method
PCA
Number of Resulting Dimension After PCA 168
Multivariate Time Series (MTS) Representation
MTS Representation
reservoir
Parameter of the Ridge Regression
11
Type of Readout (Linear, SVM, MLP)
Readout used for Classification
linear
Linear Readout Hyper-parameters
Reg. of the Ridge Regression Readout
4
SVM Readout Hyper-parameters
Bandwidth of the RBF Kernel
0.0055
Reg. of the SVM Hyperplane
5.5
MLP Readout Hyper-parameters
Neurons in each MLP Layer
9
Number of Epochs
2000
Weight of the L2 Regularization
0.001
Type of Activation Function
tanh
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Figure 6.1: Accuracy (i), validation accuracy (ii), and test accuracy (iii) of the MLP
classifier when using: (a) raw data; (b) raw data and the derived AUC feature; (c) raw data,
AUC, and one other derived feature; or (d) raw data, AUC, and two other derived features
for both the Control (row 1) and Post-Stroke (row 2) groups
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for controls (86.7%) was achieved using the RAW+AUC+SMA features. For participants
post-stroke, although the overall average testing and validation accuracy continued to
increase as more features were added, improvements were not significant (accuracy p = 0.156;
validation accuracy p = 0.156; testing accuracy p = 0.197). The highest testing accuracy for
participants post-stroke (64%) used RAW+AUC+RMS features.
The ESNN was evaluated using all three readouts used for classification. For control
participants, testing accuracy was 91.3%, 86.5%, and 87.1% (when using the linear, support
vector machine, and multi-layer perceptron readout, respectively). For participants poststroke, the testing accuracy was 80.3%, 74.1%, and 76.7% (when using the linear, support
vector machine, and multi-layer perceptron readout, respectively). Finally, both the poststroke and control data were used to train a classifier, resulting in ten tasks corresponding
the five task types for each of the two groups. If the performance of the age-matched
controls is designated as how a task would be performed before the onset of stroke (or
non-compensatory), then the next steps in being able classify compensatory behavior
include differentiating between non-compensatory (control) and compensatory (post-stroke)
performances of a task. The results of that analysis for both groups combined show that
the testing accuracy was 81.4%, 73.0%, and 75.9% (when using the linear, support vector
machine, and multi-layer perceptron readout, respectively).

6.4

Discussion

The purpose of this analysis was to determine if a patient-independent model capable of
classifying noisy, chaotic, human-derived, time series data could be created through the
application of novel classification approaches (including the multi-layer perceptron and echo
state neural network). This new approach improves on the accuracy of the results we achieved
in prior analyses(Chapter 5, [180]). Our previous analyses demonstrated data collected from
each participant were necessary to train accurate classification models prior to real time use
(i.e., user-dependent models). Use of the MLP and ESNN to create generalized models will
bypass the need to collect and add participant data to the model and facilitate the use of
real time, user independent models.
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Results of our MLP model indicated that, although the validation and testing accuracy
continued to improve for participants post-stroke as feature were added, adding features
did not significantly increase the classifier accuracy. Significant decreases in testing accuracy
with increased number of features for control participants was likely due to model over-fitting.
Given the risk of over-fitting and the increased computational cost of adding features, we
conclude that it is best to let the neural network extract relevant features.
When using the ESNN, classification accuracy greatly increased relative to MLP
performance. This analysis has shown that a complex RNN such as the echo state neural
network can create a generalized model that can be used in the real-time classification of
tasks. This model can be designed to work for both control participants and participants
post-stroke using minimally intrusive sensing techniques that do not impede the function of
a participant.
As mentioned in the introduction, the first step in autonomous recognition and reversal
of compensatory movement strategies is the capability to differentiate between the types of
tasks that people post-stroke perform in the ambient setting. This classification can then be
further used to identify, address, and decrease the use of compensatory behaviors that can
lead to a decreased quality of life or lifespan. In the future, work can be done to improve
the results of the analysis using different preprocessing techniques to limit the likelihood of
overfitting, to determine the impact that data from each sensor location has on the outcome
of the models, and to implement the system in real-time to validate the models on a new
group of participants.
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Chapter 7
Wearable Sensors for Reducing
Compensation in Persons Post-Stroke
at Home
7.1

Introduction

Following stroke, impairments such as hemiparesis [138, 245, 294] and decreased interlimb
coordination [8, 237, 216, 235, 119] are common and can lead to decreased independence [128],
quality of life, and lifespan [82, 130, 280]. To regain function and independence, persons poststroke will rely on compensatory strategies to help perform activities of daily living [137,
265, 174]. However, maladaptive compensatory strategies can lead to long-term negative
effects [241, 177, 35, 146, 6, 174]. These compensatory movement strategies evolve in the
ambient setting [177], and recently, research has focused on autonomously detecting and
reversing compensatory behaviors [257, 243, 199].
Learned Non-use
One common compensatory behavior is non-use of the affected limb. Continued disuse of
the more affected limb following a stroke or other neurodegenerative disorder can lead to
a phenomenon known as learned non-use. Because of the plasticity of the brain, when the
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paretic limb is not being used, the brain reorganizes neural pathways which had previously
been dedicated to the use of the more affected limb. Given that other body segments are now
being required to perform more complex tasks than they had been previously, more resources
are dedicated to the functioning body segments. This, in turn, leads to further impairment
of the more affected limb, which then leads to further disuse of the more affected limb, and
the cycle continues. This results in a person post-stroke not only training himself/herself
out of regularly using the more affected limb, but also weakening their ability to do so if
desired [241, 189, 238].
Constraint Induced Movement Therapy
Constraint induced movement therapy (CIMT) is the most prevalent method used for
reversing non-use of the affected limb. During CIMT, the less affected limb is constrained,
typically by use of a mitt, forcing a person post-stroke to use the more affected limb [127].
A person post-stroke is required to constrain use of the less affected limb in this way for
approximately 90% of waking hours, and he/she is encouraged to participate in intensive
practice of the more affected limb to increase task specific performance. As such, CIMT
has been proven to increase recovery rates, improve rehabilitation, and reduce physical
impairment and rewrite the brain, reversing the effects of learned non-use [60, 143, 58]. While
CIMT has obvious benefits, it is also responsible for reducing functional independence (as
both hands can not be used to complete a task) and might be responsible for reducing
use of the less affected limb [282].

Researchers have modified CIMT (mCIMT) dose,

timing, and composition, and have demonstrated that mCIMT has positive effects on motor
function [127]. However, as a participant’s functional independence is still severely limited,
there is a need for a less invasive rehabilitative protocol for persons post-stroke.
Feedback Induced Movement Therapy
One such noninvasive approach is monitoring patient movement via minimally intrusive,
body-worn sensors. These sensors have a low impact on the daily routine of a person poststroke, but they have been proven capable of measuring features such as nonuse and providing
feedback to participants when specific compensatory strategies are detected. This Feedback
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Induced Movement Therapy (FIMT) operates by using targeted messaging to incentivize the
use of the more affected limb rather than forcing use, which can be a method for revealing a
participant’s inherent movement capability even if it is less preferred by the patient following
stroke [18, 149, 167]. The difference between FIMT and CIMT for patients post-stroke,
including those with a high reliance on the less affected limb, is that, where CIMT can
impede function by limiting movement, FIMT promotes use of the more affected limb without
limiting function.
Accelerometry in Stroke Rehabilitation
One type of sensor useful for FIMT in stroke rehabilitation is the accelerometer [273]. Using
accelerometers, researchers have been able to reliably monitor and measure paretic limb
use and to index upper extremity function in an ambient setting [255, 257, 260]. The
use of these sensor based techniques provide daily information to the patient and are
helpful in providing the clinician with insight into the patient’s daily life as they plan
interventions [149]. Sensor based feedback from accelerometers has been shown to increase
self-efficacy and physical activity in patients post-stroke in the clinical or research setting,
albeit in the lower extremity [78, 112, 120, 162]. Use of these sensors has also been shown
to increase a clinician’s knowledge of a patient’s mobility related activity [65]. Given that,
using accelerometer based sensing techniques, a clinician can collect an individual’s in-home
movement data, it is now possible to generate personalized rehabilitation strategies tailored
to each individual patient [3].
However, just having knowledge of a patient’s activity is often not enough for a clinician to
design a rehabilitative routine for each specific participant. The accelerometer can provide
a reliable and valid index of upper extremity motor activity in patients with hemiparesis
throughout the stroke recovery process [257]. These sensors can also measure the ratio with
which each arm is used by demonstrating that people use the paretic upper limb significantly
less than controls after stroke [131, 221]. In the chronic stage, accelerometers have been used
to demonstrate that use of the less affected limb increases [210], particularly after therapy like
CIMT [195, 256, 240]. The above examples fail to differentiate between general movement
and task related movement. As in-home rehabilitative techniques become less invasive and
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more practical for everyday use, such as body-worn sensors, new techniques need to be
developed to provide insight into upper extremity function.
Previous Work
In Chapter 4, work was done to determine if it was possible to quantify non-use and
predict clinical measures using sensor data from participants post-stroke. Data collection was
performed on twenty participants post-stroke and twenty age matched controls. Participants
were asked to perform twelve different tasks which are described in Section 5.2.2 and
consisted of: 2 UL, 2 UM, 2 BAL, 2 BAM, and 4 BS tasks. Data collection was done using
five IMU, and is described in Section 4.2. In Chapter 6, using the information collected
from the sensors during these simulated functional tasks, we were able to develop a machine
learning model that could differentiate between the five aforementioned task types and the
two groups (post-stroke and control) [180, 179].
The primary purpose of this study is to develop and validate a non-intrusive, sensor
based system for providing Feedback Induced Movement Therapy to a control participant
in an ambient setting. In Chapter 6, we developed an autonomous, machine learning
approach for differentiating between tasks and detecting compensatory behaviors [180, 179].
This study will focus on the development of the autonomous feedback delivery method via a
project specific cell phone application (RehApp), and will validate the system in an ambient
setting; testing feedback at a chosen interval to determine amount of intervention engagement
and intervention fatigue [185]. Because of time constraints, the system will not be tested
on a participant post-stroke, but will instead be validated on a single, non-age matched
participant to confirm it works as expected.

7.2

Methods

“Triple Play” is a feedback development guideline introduced by Wulf et. al. [290] which
suggests that participants will respond far more positively when provided feedback: enhances
their expectancy of results, provides them with autonomy, and externalizes their focus [290,
62, 49, 289]. Enhanced Expectancies (EE) is a motivational variable that has been shown
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to promote learning. Examples of EE include: a participant receiving feedback only after
performing well during a trial [13, 44, 52, 217]; being told, either truthfully or falsely, that his
or her performance is better than the performance of peers [11, 139]; being told that peers
typically perform well on the given task [288]; or increasing the participant’s perception of
success during training [43, 288, 196, 251]. Autonomy (AS) is another motivational variable
that is important for optimal learning. Allowing participants to control various aspects of
practice in motor learning (delivery of feedback [104], use of assistive devices [84], extent
of practice [203], and frequency of skill demonstration [291]) has been shown to result in
more effective learning. The final variable, External Focus (EF), is attentional and directs
the participant’s focus to the intended movement effect. This has been shown to enhance
learning when compared to feedback that has an internal focus on body movements or not
instructed focus [150, 164, 287]. Use of these positive reinforcement strategies has been
shown to be key to optimizing motor recovery following stroke. All of the feedback to be
provided to participants in the trial was developed according to the guidelines laid out in
“Triple Play.” The feedback, as well as the conditions for providing feedback are shown in
Table 7.1.
In addition to the content of the feedback provided, the frequency of feedback, or number
of times feedback is given in a session, is important to the efficacy of the system. Recent work,
examining Just-In-Time Adaptive Intervention (JITAI), which is an intervention design that
aims ”to provide the right type (or amount) of support, at the right time, while eliminating
support provision that is not beneficial,” suggests that intervention adherence and retention
are dependent on two important factors: engagement and fatigue [185].

Intervention

engagement is defined as a ”state of motivational commitment or investment in the client
role over the treatment process” [117], and intervention fatigue is defined as a ”state of
emotional or cognitive weariness associated with intervention engagement” [185, 87]. If it can
be assumed that patients participating the trial will demonstrate intervention engagement,
then testing needs to be done to measure and mitigate intervention fatigue by adjusting the
frequency of the feedback that is provided.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, we developed a model capable of distinguishing between
task types and between groups with 81.4% accuracy [179]. The classifier is modular, and
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Table 7.1: Feedback Conceptualization
Compared Period

Current Period

Feedback Condition

Feedback

Overall Healthy Use > Overall Unhealthy

You demonstrated healthy activity in the last

Use

time period.

Healthy Bimanual Use > Unhealthy

You demonstrated healthy two-handed activity

Bimanual Use

in the last time period.

Healthy Unimanual Use > Unhealthy

You demonstrated healthy one-handed activity

Unimanual Use

in the last time period.

Healthy Bimanual Symmetric Use > Unhealthy

Your two-handed activity in the last time

Bimanual Symmetric Use

period was great.

Healthy use of the More Affected Limb > Unhealthy

During two-handed activity in the last time

use of the More Affected Limb during Bimanual

period, your affected arm use was great.

Asymmetric tasks

Healthy use of the More Affected Limb > Unhealthy

During one-handed activity in the last time

use of the More Affected Limb during Unimanual

period, your affected arm use was great.

tasks

Use of the More Affected Limb > Use of the Less

During two-handed activity in the last time

Affected Limb during Bimanual Asymmetric tasks

period, you used your affected hand more than
your unaffected hand.

Use of the More Affected Limb > Use of the Less

During one-handed activity in the last time

Affected Limb during Unimanual tasks

period, you used your affected hand more than
your unaffected hand.

Overall Healthy Use compared to Overall Unhealthy

You demonstrated healthier activity than the

Use in Current Period > Previous Period

previous period.

Healthy Bimanual Use compared to Unhealthy

You demonstrated healthier two-handed

Bimanual Use in Current Period > Previous

activity than the previous period.

Period

Healthy Unimanual Use compared to Unhealthy

You demonstrated healthier one-handed

Unimanual Use in Current Period > Previous

activity than the previous period.

Period

Healthy Bimanual Symmetric Use compared to

Your two-handed activity in this time period

Unhealthy Bimanual Symmetric Use in Current

was better than the previous period.

Period > Previous Period
Previous Period
Healthy Use of the More Affected Limb compared

During two-handed activity in this time period,

to Unhealthy Use of the More Affected Limb during

your affected hand use was better than the

Bimanual Asymmetric Tasks in Current Period >

previous period.

Previous Period

Healthy Use of the More Affected Limb compared to

During one-handed activity in this time period,

Unhealthy Use of the More Affected Limb during

your affected hand use was better than the

Unimanual Tasks in Current Period > Previous Period

previous period.

Use of the More Affected Limb compared to Use of the

During two-handed activity, you used your

Less Affected Limb during Bimanual Asymmetric Tasks

affected hand more often this time period

in Current Period > Previous Period

than the previous period.

Continued on next page
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Table 7.1 – Continued
Compared Period

Previous Period

Feedback Condition

Feedback

Use of the More Affected Limb compared to Use of the

During one-handed activity, you used your

Less Affected Limb during Unimanual Tasks

affected hand more often this time period than

in Current Period > Previous Period

the previous period.

Overall Healthy Use ≈ Overall Unhealthy Use

You demonstrated pretty healthy activity in the
last time period.

Healthy Bimanual Use ≈ Unhealthy Bimanual Use

You demonstrated pretty healthy two-handed
activity in the last time period.

Healthy Unimanual Use ≈ Unhealthy Unimanual Use

You demonstrated pretty healthy one-handed
activity in the last time period.

Current Period

Healthy Bimanual Symmetric Use ≈ Unhealthy

Your two-handed activity in the last time period

Bimanual Symmetric Use

was pretty good.

Healthy use of the More Affected Limb ≈ Unhealthy

During two-handed activity in the last time

use of the More Affected Limb during Bimanual

period, your affected arm use was pretty good.

Asymmetric tasks

Healthy use of the More Affected Limb ≈ Unhealthy

During one-handed activity in the last time

use of the More Affected Limb during Unimanual tasks

period, your affected arm use was pretty good.

Use of the More Affected Limb ≈ Use of the Less

During two-handed activity in the last time

Affected Limb during Bimanual Asymmetric tasks

period, you used your affected hand almost as
much as your unaffected hand.

Use of the More Affected Limb ≈ Use of the Less

During one-handed activity in the last time

Affected Limb during Unimanual tasks

period, you used your affected hand almost as
much as your unaffected hand.
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can work with a number of different groups, tasks, and window sizes, but for the purposes
this study, the data will, in real-time, be divided into individual two-second windows with
a 50% (one second) overlap. Each window will then be classified by task type (unimanual
(1): more affected, unimanual (2): less affected, bimanual asymmetric (3): more affected,
bimanual asymmetric (4): less affected, and bimanual symmetric (5)) and by group (control
and post-stroke). For the purposes of this study, task performances which are assigned
to the ”Control” group are considered non-compensatory (having been labeled as the way
a task would have been performed before the onset of stroke) and those assigned to the
”Post-Stroke” group are considered unhealthy/compensatory.
In this pilot trial, feedback will be delivered after every 15 minute period during a four
hour long training session. After the feedback period has elapsed, the results of the classifier
for each window over the period will be analyzed and the feedback will be delivered based
on logic designed to provide positive feedback given any scenario (shown in Table 7.1). All
analysis of data and delivery of feedback is to be completed through a cell phone application
(RehApp) which was developed specifically for this research. The pilot participant will
receive a notification containing the selected feedback at the end of each feedback period. The
participant will also be able use the application to observe personal feedback and performance
history.

7.2.1

Population

An individual dwelling within the community was recruited according to the standards of
the University of Tennessee Internal Review Board. The participant recruited for the trial
was age 27 and was be able to follow simple instructions and understand and comply with
the requirements of the study.

7.2.2

Design

In this proof of concept, the participant was asked to wear the sensors for four hours.
The sensors chosen were Shimmer Wearable Sensor Technology’s “Wearable IMU [225].”
As mentioned in Chapter 2, one of the goals for this project was to use wearable off the
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shelf sensors to make this system more readily available for disadvantaged groups, such
as persons post-stroke. Before donning the sensors, each sensors was configured in the
ConsensysPRO Software [224] to ensure the accelerometer, angular rate of change, and
magnetic field strength were being recorded at the correct frequency. As in the initial data
collection detailed in Chapter 4, the participant wore the sensors on the sternum, both
wrists, and both upper arms. While wearing the sensors, the participant was asked to
perform normal activities of daily living, including folding laundry (BS), baking cookies
(BAM/BAL), and building a puzzle with just one hand at a time (UM/UL). These ADLs
were chosen for their similarity to the tasks that were described in Chapter 4 and used to
build the ESNN in Chapter 6.
An application was designed by an external expert consultant, Dr. Aravind Sundararajin,
to connect to the sensors and provide feedback. The application was designed in Android
Studio using a base Java/Android API created by Shimmer [226]. The API is designed to
support connecting sensors and streaming data. The screen for connecting and configuring
the sensors and beginning the data stream is shown in Figure 7.1(a). The application
was then further updated to package the recorded data and send it to a server where each
package is classified using the echo state neural network developed in Chapter 6. The
server stores the output of the classifier for each package until the frequency period has
elapsed. When the frequency period is elapsed, the server uses the logic shown in Table 7.1
to push feedback to the participant via cellphone notification. At any time during the trial
period, the participant was able to request feedback, and the appropriate feedback for the
frequency period would be sent. The home screen where feedback can be requested is shown
in Figure 7.1(b) and the navigation options shown are described in the caption below.

7.3

Results

The purpose of this proof of concept was to validate the system in the ambient setting in
real-time. After wearing the sensors for four hours, the stream was stopped and the results
were compiled. A total of 4998 overlapping two-second windows were classified. The results
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Figure 7.1: Window for connecting and configuring devices and starting streaming (a)
and the homepage (b) with options to REHAPP) return to screen (a); FEEDBACK)
request feedback as shown at the top of the screen; MY DATA) see the screen shown in
Figure 7.2(a); or SETTING) adjust settings.
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of that classification were shown in the application, and that screen was captured and is
displayed in Figure 7.2.
During this trial period, the right limb was designated as being “more affected” or nondominant even though the participant is right hand dominant. This was done to test the
rigor of the logic, wherein more results are available when the more affected limb is used
proportionally more than the less affected limb. Of the 5̃000 windows of data classified, 43%
were classified as post-stroke (or compensatory) bimanual symmetric tasks. This result was
followed by post-stroke unimanual tasks performed with the more affected limb (30%) and
post-stroke bimanual asymmetric tasks performed with the less affected limb (16%) tasks.
Only 2% of the task performances were classified as control (or healthy).
The participant’s activities were recorded via camera throughout the trial period. The
participant spent approximately 17% of the four hour period ( 41 minutes) folding laundry,
approximately 57% of the trial baking cookies ( 137 minutes), 11% of the trial placing puzzle
pieces with the “more affected” (dominant) limb ( 26 minutes), and 15% of the trial placing
puzzle pieces with the “less affected” (non-dominant) limb ( 36 minutes). Considering the
times captured on video to be “ground truth,” Table 7.2 shows the actual and predicted
results of the analysis.
The participant also received feedback eleven times during the four hour trial period,
and the interval and feedback given are shown in Table 7.3. The feedback was delivered
based on the logic demonstrated in Table 7.1. Although the trial only took place over the
course of four hours, the participant did not report any fatigue with the amount of feedback
provided.

7.4

Discussion

This study was a proof of concept of a system that could deliver feedback to a participant
regarding his task performance with the intent of promoting healthy use of the affected limb.
The data were successfully packaged and sent to the server to be classified, and feedback
was pushed to the participant based on logic supplied. However, there were many instances
where difficulties arose or inaccuracies occurred.
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Figure 7.2: Results as shown in the application (a) and reorganized for clarity in the
format of a pie chart (b).
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Table 7.2: Task performance divided by video and compared to predicted results

Actual

UM
UL
BA
BS

UM
101
(2.12%)

Predicted
UL
BA
27
138
(0.57%)

(2.9%)

BS
258
(5.42%)

277

7

183

244

(5.82%)

(0.15%)

(3.84%)

(5.13%)

835

42

632

1221

(17.54%)

(0.88%)

(13.28%)

(25.65%)

241

10

191

353

(5.06%)

(0.21%)

(4.01%)

(7.42%)
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Table 7.3: Feedback delivered during trial
Interval
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Feedback
During one-handed activity in the last time period, you used your
affected hand more than your unaffected hand.
You demonstrated healthier activity than the previous period.
During two-handed activity, you used your affected hand more
often this time period than the previous period.
You demonstrated healthier one-handed activity than the previous
period.
You demonstrated healthier two-handed activity than the previous
period.
Keep working toward healthy use of the affected limb!
During two-handed activity in this time period, your affected hand
use was better than the previous period.
Your two-handed activity in this time period was better than the
previous period.
During two-handed activity in the last time period, you used your
affected hand more than your unaffected hand.

10

Keep working toward healthy use of the affected limb!

11

During one-handed activity in this time period, your affected hand
use was better than the previous period.
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In the initial development of the application, errors were discovered in the Android/Java
API supplied by Shimmer. While the error was eventually addressed by the company, it
significantly delayed the application development. Another delay came from the sudden
expiration of one of the Shimmer sensor being used in development. Once this problem was
solved, the application was significantly delayed in deployment, and we could not test the
system on the target population of persons post-stroke. Then, even when the application was
completed, it was difficult to manage connecting all five necessary sensors to the cellphone
via Bluetooth, and when all the sensors were connected, the phone’s battery quickly depleted
over the course of the trial. Plugging in the phone resolved the power issue, but the phone
also needed to remain connected to WiFi in order to send the packaged data to the server.
This meant that the phone was tethered, either by power cord or WiFi signal, and the
participant was tethered to the phone by the limits of the Bluetooth signal between the
phone and sensors. This implies that unless changes are made, the system is not fully ready
to be used in everyday activities of daily living.
Regardless of the limitations of the hardware, the classifier was also not producing
desired results. The participant for this trial was a healthy control; however, 98% of task
performances were classified as being post-stroke, or compensatory tasks. As mentioned
in 7.2.2, the participant wore the sensors while performing ADLs, such as folding laundry,
baking cookies, and building a puzzle.

Often during the bimanual asymmetric task

performance of baking cookies, the participant would perform tasks that would be considered
unimanual of bimanual symmetric. Considering that for this trial, the “more affected” limb
was designated as being the participant’s dominant limb, the majority of unimanual tasks
were UM. This would explain why the most prominent tasks are the bimanual symmetric
tasks followed by the unimanual with the more affected limb. It is likely that, even though
SMOTE combined with ENN was used in Chapter 6 to prevent specific tasks from being
overrepresented and remove and overlapping data, the post-stroke performance of each task
was overrepresented. This lead to task performance being classified as compensatory, even
though it was performed by a healthy control.
The feedback that was provided to the participant followed the logic exactly as it was
designed. Even though this study was unable to vary the frequency with which feedback
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was delivered to determine the optimal frequency for promoting healthy use of the affected
limb, the participant did report that the feedback being delivered every 15 minutes did not
result in intervention fatigue. In the future, longer trials will have to be performed with
the target population to determine whether providing feedback at a higher frequency for a
longer amount of time will result in frustration and fatigue with the system.

7.5

Conclusion

The purpose of this exploratory study was to show that an application was capable of
measuring human motion and providing tailored feedback with the goal of reducing motor
compensation. In this section, we showed that we were able to develop and application
that was capable of streaming real-time data, packaging that data to send to a server to be
classified, and delivering feedback based on the results of that classification. Unfortunately,
classification accuracy of the trial period was low, so further work needs to be done to improve
the accuracy of the ESNN on a novel dataset. This could be done by better balancing the
datasets, either synthetically or by collecting more data. The system would then need to
be piloted on the target populations of persons post-stroke. In the next chapter, we will
summarize this research and provide some insights into the nature of the data used. This
will lead us to a discussion of why some machine learning methods worked while others did
not.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1

Summary

As mentioned in the Introduction, the purpose of this project was to develop tools capable
of reversing compensation and help persons post-stroke regain function through recovery. In
Chapter 2, we showed that persons post-stroke use compensatory behaviors to regain lost
function and independence, and that long-term use of these compensatory behaviors can
lead to a decreased quality of life and lifespan. We discussed some therapeutic interventions
designed to reverse compensatory behavior, such as CIMT, and their associated limitations.
We also discussed how compensation can be measured in a laboratory setting for prototyped
tasks. However, we discovered that such methods were not reasonable for application in the
real world, or ambient setting, where compensation typically develops, so we expressed a
need for minimally intrusive methods for remotely measuring compensation.
In Chapter 3, we evaluated the scope of the state-of-the-art literature on compensation
to see how compensation is quantitatively described. In our review, we determined that,
while researchers often describe the type of compensation observed in a trial, a quantitative
definition of that compensation is rarely developed, let alone disseminated. We also learned
that when quantitative descriptions of compensation are provided, they are provided in
the context of a segment being used to compensate and a task being performed when
compensation is measured. Finally, we learned that the nomenclature for compensatory
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behaviors is varied, and we compiled a comprehensive list of named compensatory behaviors
by segment.
Based on results from Chapter 3, our focus shifted to evaluating differences in task
performance using wearable sensors.

We began Chapter 4 by describing the use of

minimally intrusive sensors, triaxial IMUs, to collect data from participants post-stroke
and age-matched controls while they performed tasks that were akin to tasks that would
be performed in the ambient setting. These tasks were unimanual tasks performed with
the more affected and less affected hand (UM and UL respectively), bimanual asymmetric
tasks performed primarily with the more affected and less affected limb (BAM and BAL
respectively), and bimanual symmetric tasks where both limbs were used equally and
coordination between limbs was expected to be high (BS). We extracted representative
features from these sensor data compared the features to determine whether there were
significant differences between groups (post-stroke and control) and tasks, and these features
revealed that there were statistically significant differences between both groups and tasks.
Finally, we validated our findings by showing that specific extracted features correlate with
clinical measures of impairment for participants post-stroke.
Because sensor data are sensitive to differences between group and task, in Chapter 5,
we investigated methods for classifying the different tasks and groups. We first investigated
supervised learning, which is commonly used for classification, including classifying human
motion data, but can be limited to developing participant-specific models with smaller
datasets. Using references from literature, we tested several supervised learning methods
while iterating the number and type of features, the window size and overlap, and the
methods of separating the data for validation and testing. We found that supervised learning
methods had high success when the models were trained and tested with data from the
same participant, but we were unable to create a generalized model capable of accurately
classifying task and group. We then investigated other methods including unsupervised
learning, statistical models, and different ways of preprocessing data to improve accuracy,
but results never improved over the supervised learning methods. We found that the poor
performance of these additional models was due to the features extracted from data, and
high between-participant variability. Later in this chapter, we will discuss the nature of
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our collected data and why each of the methods were unsuccessful in our attempts at
classification.
Given the chaotic nature of our sensor, we investigated techniques appropriate for
extracting features from chaotic time series signals. In Chapter 6, we found that recurrent
neural networks (RNN) are capable of classifying complicated time series data. In our
literature search, we found that the echo state neural network (ESNN) is an RNN that
uses a loosely connected hidden layer (known as a reservoir) and works well with chaotic
data. We tested a simple artificial neural network (ANN), known as a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP), to establish a baseline accuracy for using neural networks to classify our data, and
then we compared the results of the classification using the MLP to the ESNN. We found
that the ESNN was capable of differentiating between tasks within groups(91.3% accuracy in
control, 80.3% accuracy in post-stroke), but also being able to differentiate between groups
and tasks(81.4% accuracy in combined control and post-stroke).
In Chapter 7, we describe the development of a system for remotely measuring
compensation and providing feedback to encourage healthy use of the affected limb. To
do this, we first developed an application that connects to the sensors and collects data for
real-time classification using the ESNN from Chapter 6. We then wrote feedback and logic
for the timing and delivery of said feedback to be delivered to the participant at specific
intervals to provide insight into previous activity and encourage healthy use of the affected
limb. The system was piloted with a single, non age-matched control to verify that the
components were technically sound. The system demonstrated technical feasibility, but the
classification accuracy on this single participant was low. The following chapter will also
discuss why the tasks were inaccurately classified given the demonstrated success of the
ESNN.
In this chapter, we characterize relevant aspects of our source data including 1) the
chaotic nature of the data and 2) the small sample size. We will also discuss why methods
used in Chapter 5 were unsuccessful and what we learned from performing analyses using
these methods. The nature of the ESNN, why it was successful in classifying the initially
collected data, and why it was unsuccessful in classifying the data in pilot trial will be
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discussed. Finally, we will discuss our conclusions and next steps for improved classification
and quantification of compensation in the future.

8.2

Data Characterization

A chaotic system is defined as having aperiodic long-term behavior that exhibits sensitive
dependence on initial conditions [33]. While this obviously applies to certain phenomena
like the weather and the stock market, it can also apply to biological systems such as brain
activity and motor function [147]. The best way to develop descriptive or predictive equations
for such phenomena is to record time series data of one or a few representative variables and
use deep data analysis to derive the equations that govern the system. While it is possible
to account for and occasionally accurately predict trends in these systems, as demonstrated
by the weather and the stock market, it is often impossible to accurately model this chaotic
data.
Human motion is often considered to be nonlinear or chaotic and is modeled using such
systems [23, 201, 236]. There are a variety of environmental and physiological inputs that
factor into every motor function, and for any given person in any given environment, the
same goal could be achieved differently. This is because, as described in the definition of
chaotic systems, human motion is dependent on the initial conditions. From the activations
which trigger motion in the brain, to bone and muscle structure, to learned behavior based
on training or upbringing, the origins of human motion data are highly variable between
persons and that leads to highly variable, or chaotic, data. Chen et al [41] summarized the
problem, saying
Human motion is dependent on many factors, such as the environment, culture,
personal differences, and emotions. Different people will perform the same action
differently, and even the same person will perform it differently at different times.
Due to the large diversity of human body size, appearance, and shape, and the
complexity of human actions, the task of automatically recognising actions is
very challenging.
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We observed this variability in Section 5.4.2 when we extracted the representative
features used to classify the given tasks and groups. The extracted AUC indicated that
even though certain trends emerged for the given groups and tasks, the between participant
variability was high enough to hide any significant group and task differences. As mentioned
in that discussion, even though several different representative features were extracted
from the data, there were no systemic differences that emerged between the groups and
participants. It is possible that we were unable to find a significant trend in the data
because of our limited sample size.
In addition to the variability that is demonstrated between participants is the dearth
of human motion data that is available. The process for labelling human motion data can
be laborious, so the amount and type of task performance available is limited. To add to
this dilemma is a factor that we discussed in Chapter 3; when human motion data are
collected by researchers, it is often done so by having a participant perform a prototyped
task in a controlled setting, such as a lab. This means that even if a model were developed to
represent some task performance, it might only be accurate under the same environmental
conditions as the initial data collection. Ultimately, the combination of these two factors,
the variability of the data and the small sample size, provided a complex problem that we
attempted to solve using a variety of learning methods.

8.3

Performance of Machine Learning Approaches

As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, wearable sensors were used in [29] to differentiate between
standing, walking, sitting and lying down using several different supervised learning methods.
Supervised learning is commonly applied to human motion, including: characterizing
gait [160] and walking conditions [296], recognizing specific movement [56, 153], and
measuring activity [76] and function [198] is persons post-stroke. We used several supervised
learning methods to classify the IMU data we had collected, iterating features selected,
window size and overlap, as well as our cross-validation process. We found that we could
create user specific models that were capable of classifying tasks, but the generalized models
demonstrated poor performance. Low classification accuracy is not uncommon for cases like
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this where a small dataset is used. There are generally believed to be two classification
methods: uniform (where training data comes from all test subjects) and individual (where
test data is from a separate subject or subjects than training data). As we saw, the uniform
methods can lead to problems with model generalization while the individual method shrinks
an already small training dataset [29]. Because we wanted to create generalized models which
could be applied to any participant in any situation, we continued to use the individual
activity classification method. This analysis revealed that adding more features did not
continue to increase classification accuracy, that classification accuracy did not significantly
change with varied window size given the limitations of the dataset, and that we needed to
pursue approaches that allowed for the creation of more generalized models.
We then separated data based on the participants’ Upper Extremity Fugl-Meyer (UEFM)
scores and which limbs were affected.

Because we observed high variability between

participants, we believed that using methods to reduce that variability would increase
classification accuracy. As discussed in Section 5.4.2, when separating participants poststroke by their UEFM scores, classification accuracy did not significantly change. This is
likely due to the fact that while the between participant variability decreased, so did the size
of the training and testing sets. This is even more demonstrable in the separation by affected
hand, which halved the training and testing sets for each model, since in this analysis the
overall accuracy decreased. This is what led us to characterize the original data and led us
to discover that the data were chaotic. Given the small sample size and the chaotic nature
of the data, we began to look to neural networks for classification.

8.4

Neural Networks Performance

The multi-layer perceptron (MLP), has long been used for classifying human motion using
data collected from sensors [163]. As mentioned in Section 6.2.5, the MLP has a relatively
low computational cost and is frequently used in nonlinear time series prediction [155, 16,
242, 103]. Considering that our data is nonlinear, it is then unsurprising that a relatively
high accuracy was achieved with the MLP when compared to the other machine learning
methods. However, as we saw in Section 6.3, the best accuracy for the control participants
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was approximately 20% higher than for the participants post-stroke. This implies that, while
the MLP is capable of classifying nonlinear time series data, the more chaotic the data, like
in the example of persons post-stroke, the less capable the MLP will be.
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the ESNN is a recurrent neural network that uses a loosely
connected hidden layer (known as a reservoir) and works well with chaotic data [193, 271].
The ESNN has an input layer, a reservoir, and an output layer, though the central component
of an ESNN is the reservoir in which neurons are connected randomly during the initialization
of the ESNN [37, 239, 98]. After the ESNN is initialized, the input weights and recurrent
weights in the reservoir are fixed, and only the output weights are trained. This, along with
the way that the ESNN maps data for use in the reservoir, serves to speed up the process
of training the model, it provides better classification when compared to other recurrent
neural networks (RNNs), and it solves the vanishing gradient problem [91] that plagues
other RNNs [47].
The ESNN has been used to classify EEG signal [115], to detect and index motion during
tennis swings [12], and to drive a tracking controller for an exoskeleton [36]. When we were
building the ESNN for our time series data, we had success in because the ESNN is capable of
classifying chaotic time series data. We iterated the hyperparameters on our model, and the
validation and testing sets were classified with a higher accuracy than we had seen in any of
the previous methods. However, when we tested the ESNN on a novel dataset, the accuracy
of the classification was low. This could be for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is possible
that, despite our efforts in Section 6.2.4 to balance the datasets, all of the post-stroke tasks
were overrepresented leading to the majority of the tasks being classified as post-stroke or
compensatory. This theory is supported by bimanual symmetric task performance taking a
longer time for persons post-stroke and being highly classified in the proof of concept trial.
Another possible explanation is that the model was overfitted on this data, which would
explain why the classification accuracy was low on a novel dataset. A possible solution for
this would be to collect more data and train a more generalized model, but as discussed in
Section 8.2, it can be difficult to collect more human motion data. Finally, the differences
in hardware between the initial data collection used to train the ESNN and the trial run
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could have led to low classification accuracy. Not only were different sensors used, but it is
possible that sensor location or orientation was off between the two data collection periods.

8.5

Future Work

The first consideration when determining next steps to improve performance is the balance
of the source data. Whether this is done by collecting more data to add to the model or by
synthetically balancing the data, it is the first step toward improving the classifier accuracy.
Based on the success of the ESNN and the failures of other learning methods, it is reasonable
to continue working with the ESNN as the method for classification. However, other avenues
of time series classification might be pursued in attempting to achieve a higher and more
generalized classification accuracy.
Another limitation of the current approach is the hardware. In order for this to be useful
for real-time analysis, upgraded hardware would be needed for the system. Because one of
the goals of this research was to use commercially available devices, the sensors used may not
be the best for data collection and analysis. In the pilot trial, the participant had difficulty
connecting all the sensors to the phone, keeping the phone charged and connected to WiFi,
and dealing with constant crashes of the application. For this system to be evaluated in the
future, the hardware would need to be upgraded to improve battery life, processing power,
and connectivity between the sensors cellphone, and the system would need to be designed
to work independent of any connection to the internet or the server so participants could
move about their daily routine.
Finally, the whole system needs to be tested in a longer trial with the target population.
The way that compensation is defined in this research is as being different from the control
participant performance, but how that is implemented with persons post-stroke in a realtime trial needs to be investigated. A longer trial would also allow for the testing of different
types of feedback and frequencies with which feedback could be delivered. Considering the
goal of this project was to reduce compensation and promote function through recovery, it
would be interesting to see how the whole system can work to do so.
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Data Extraction Form
Title
Authors
Journal
Study Type
Include

Reason for exclusion:

Year
Exclude

Vol

Pages



METHODS/TRIAL QUALITY
Does the article/paper/study examine stroke,
the effects of stroke, or stroke rehabilitation?
If no, what neurodegenerative disease/
disorder does it examine?
Does the paper examine upper extremity?
Does the article/paper/study refer to
compensation/compensatory behavior?
How is it defined?
(Broad definitions of compensation can typically
be found in the Introduction/Background
e.g. “. . . whereas compensation refers to using
alternative strategies to accomplish a task.”)

If any of the above questions answered no, the paper does not meet
the inclusion criteria, and no further analysis is necessary.
Is/are specific form(s) of compensation
Non-Use:
specified? If yes, what category does it/do
Choosing (consciously or
they fall into (mark all that apply)?
subconsciously) not to use the affect limb

(Can be found in Background/Introduction,
Methods or Discussion.
e.g. “. . . thereby minimizing truncal
compensation.” which would describe motor
compensation due to inappropriate engagement
of the trunk.)

Behavioral Compensation:
Avoiding tasks/locations that provoke use
of the affected limb
Motor Compensation:
Engaging/recruiting inappropriate body
segments to perform a task
Other Compensation:
Anything not listed
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If Motor Compensation:

What segment is inappropriately recruited, or
which segments are inappropriately paired?
(Can be found in Background/Introduction,
Methods or Discussion.
e.g. “. . . in adaptive compensatory movements of the
trunk. . . ” which indicates inappropriate trunk
involvement)

Is the task that is being performed when
compensation is observed defined?
(Can be observed in Methods.)
If Other Compensation:
What is the compensation being defined?

Was the defined compensation quantified?
(Can be found in Methods, Results or Discussion.
e.g. “. . . were used to quantify paretic and nonparetic
UE amount of use. . . ”)

What devices are being used to quantify
compensation?
(Can be found in Methods, Results or Discussion.
e.g. “Participants chronic post-stroke
wore bilateral triaxial wrist accelerometers. . . ”)

What numerical quantities are being used to
evaluation levels of compensation?
(Can be found in Methods, Results or Discussion.
e.g. “Accelerometer data were sampled data at
30 Hz . . . to compute the number of activity)
counts. . . ”)

In what environment is this compensation being
evaluated?
(Can be found in Methods, Results or Discussion.
e.g. “. . . feedback was administered
at seven sessions in the home setting. . . ”)
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Participant
• Age (Mean, range)
• Other sample characteristics
• Subject inclusion/exclusion criteria

Method of subject selection
Method of group assignment
(randomization)
Was allocation concealed?

Study Design
Blinding
• Participants
• Investigators
• Outcome assessors

Type of intervention
• Intervention(s)
• Control condition(s)
• Duration and other protocol
information

Intention-to-treat analysis
Outcome assessments
Compliance
Match of intervention and controls
Baseline similarly between groups
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Results
Experimental Group(s)
Observed n
Excluded Subjects
Lost to follow-up
Lost to follow-up
• Mean, standard-deviation
• Proportion
• Other effect size index
Secondary Outcomes
Statistical Analysis
• Description of groups
• Comparison of groups
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Control Group(s)

B

Data Separation by Band

As mentioned in Section 6.1, data preprocessing techniques have been used in conjunction
with neural networks to improve the results of classification analysis. Literature shows that
some clustering and dimensionality reduction techniques can improve the accuracy of neural
network classifiers [191]. In order to investigate this approach with upper extremity motion
data, we evaluated a preprocessing technique to examine its effects on the accuracy of the
MLP used to establish a baseline accuracy in Chapter 6.

B.1

Methods

In Chapter 4, the integral (or AUC) was correlated with clinical measures, and in the
exploration of the raw data in Chapter 5, despite some of the grouping hiding significant
difference, some distinctions between tasks and groups were empirically observed in the AUC
analysis. To cluster the data, the normalized area under the curve (AUC) was calculated for
each limb during task performance. The AUC for the dominant or less affected (LA) limb
(represented by (AU CLAW + AU CLAU )/T (s), where T (s) is the time required to complete
the task in seconds) was plotted versus the area under the curve of the non-dominant or more
affected (MA) limb (represented by (AU CM AW + AU CM AU )/T (s)). Control participant data
(Figure 1(a)) shows the tasks falling into five distinct regions (indicated by the numerically
labelled spaces between the lines on Figures 1(a) and 1(b) and hereafter referred to as
bands I-V) which do not necessarily correspond with task type. The first “band” (labelled
I on Figure 1(a)) primarily contains the two unimanual tasks (reach for spoon or bottle)
performed with the less affected limb. The second band (II) primarily contains the bimanual
asymmetric task stir with less affected limb. The third band (III) contains both bimanual
symmetric tasks (fold towel and don hat) and the two bimanual asymmetric tasks open bottle
with either limb. The fourth band (IV) contains the bimanual asymmetric task stir with
the more affected limb, and the fifth band (V) contains the two unimanual tasks performed
with the more affected limb.
Since empirical analysis revealed that, for control participants, the data were separated
into unique clusters by task type when plotting the area under the curve of the less affected
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Figure 1: Area Under the Curve of the Less Affected Limb plotted versus the Area Under
the Curve of the More Affected Limb for Control (a) and Post-Stroke (b) Groups.
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or dominant limb versus the more affected or non-dominant limb, each task was assigned as
“belonging” to the cluster, or band, where it primarily appeared. Based on that classification,
the precision and recall for each band was evaluated for all control participants. The results
of that analyses are shown in Table 1. The same analysis was done for participants poststroke, manually changing the shape of the bands to optimize the precision, recall, and F1
score. The shape of the bands is shown in Figure 1(b), and the final precision, recall, and
F1 scores for each band are shown in Table 2.
Prior data analyses (Chapter 5) indicated that models for distinguishing participant
group and task were not sufficiently accurate. Preprocessing the data by separating into
bands allows for separate classifiers to be created for each band, reducing the computational
requirements of each individual classifier. The process for separating and classifying the data
includes: 1) assigning data to a band based on the results of the AUC analysis for the control
participants (I: Both UL; II: BAL - Stir; III: Both BS and BAL & BAM - Unscrew; IV: BAM
- Stir; and V: Both UM); 2) the dataset, now labelled by band instead of task performed,
is used to train a new classifier to sort data into one of the five bands; 3) having verified
the dataset has been correctly placed in a band, one of five secondary classifiers specific
to the given band is used to classify the task. While this is not technically an ensemble
method [215], such as the process used in decision trees, it allows for the most important
features to be used and questions to be asked at each layer, increasing the likelihood of higher
classification accuracy.

B.2

Results

When preprocessing the data by separating into empirically determined bands, there are
multiple instances for accuracy loss as demonstrated in Figure 2. The first instance is
the initial sorting into an appropriate band (Figure 2(a)); the second instance, which only
applies when the data is not initially sorted into the appropriate band, is the second attempt
at sorting the data into the correct band from the incorrect band (Figure 2(b)); and the
third instance, sorting the data into the appropriate task using the classifier specific to
each band (Figure 2(c)). The results of this analysis of the preprocessed data for control
participants are shown in Table 3.
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Table 1: Precision, recall, and F1 scores for preprossessing of control participants’ data.

Band
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5

Control
Precision Recall
0.9737
0.925
0.6897
1
0.9907
0.8833
0.7143
1
0.9474
0.9
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F1-Score
0.9487
0.8163
0.9339
0.8333
0.9231

Table 2: Precision, recall, and F1 scores for preprossessing of post-stroke participants’ data.

Band
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5

Post-Stroke
Precision Recall
0.7619
0.4
0.6667
0.2
0.6824
0.8417
0.2667
0.2
0.78
0.975
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F1-Score
0.5246
0.3077
0.7537
0.2286
0.8667

Figure 2: Results of preprocessing the data by separating into bands. A classifier is used
to sort data into a band (a); if the initial classification was incorrect, the data is then sorted
to the correct band (b); finally, each band has a specific classifier which classifies the tasks
for that band (c).
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Table 3: Loss, Accuracy, Validation Loss, and Validation Accuracy of multi-layer perceptron
analysis of preprocessed control data.
Data
All Data
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5
Bands Average

Loss
0.2584
0.5178
0.1718
0.1788
0.0896
0.4417
0.9324

Accuracy
0.9182
0.8828
0.9564
0.9415
0.977
0.8507
0.975

Validation Loss
2.6455
6.1204
1.8156
1.288
2.4348
2.2561
2.1697
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Validation Accuracy
0.6006
0.411
0.7172
0.7451
0.6107
0.6429
0.6714

As shown in the table, preprocessing the data by separating it into bands does not
significantly improve the accuracy for control participants. Given that the F1-Scores for
post-stroke participants were much lower than the control participants when the data were
separated into bands and the computational effort required to analyze the data, no analysis
was done for participants post-stroke.

B.3

Discussion

As others have shown, preprocessing data can be useful in improving the classifier
accuracy.

While the classifier accuracy did not significantly increase for our control

participants, the accuracy of the classification were higher when the data was separated
into bands. However, the computational requirements of the analysis and the insignificant
improvement discouraged further testing of the preprocessing technique. Empirical analysis
of Figure 1(a), plotting the area under the curve for the dominant limb by the area under
the curve of the non-dominant limb for control participants, demonstrated that combining
all the asymmetric tasks may have been masking some significant differences and decreasing
the accuracy of classification. However, analysis of Figure 1(b) representing participants
post-stroke did not provide the granularity and insight into the data as represented by
the difference in F1 scores between both groups of participants. Further efforts could be
made to improve preprocessing of the data to increase validation accuracy, but the marked
improvement of the ESNN in Chapter 6 over previous work and the computational costs
need to be taken into consideration.
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